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ABSTRACT
Computer Crime is a type of crime which strongly harms the society.
Phishing is one type of Computer Crime that the government should deliberately
control because the phishing is an offence which uses the new technology to commit
the crime. In addition, existing legal measures were still not effective. There are
many limitations to enforce the laws for the prevention of phishing offence.
From the study of this independent research, there are problems on the
punishment of the offender, for example, the problem on the act of phishing and the
improper punishment when in comparison with the damage.
The result acquired from this research is that, Thailand does not have specific
legal provision to deal and punish the phishing offence. Normally, in case it is a
phishing offence, the law shall apply Section 14 of the Computer - Related Crime
Act B.E. 2550 to consider the case. Altliough, this present Act can be used to enforce
the case, it is also not sufficient.
Moreover, there are also problems regarding the interpretation. The Act dose
not provide the definition of phishing offence, therefore, it is difficult for the relevant
parties to consider the act of phishing. Accordingly, Section 14 of Computer Related Crime Act B.E. 2550 should be amended by adding the definition of the
word "phishing offence". Moreover, for the effective punishment, the penalty for a
person who commits the phishing offence should be more severe.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A.

Background and General Statement of the Problems
In recent times, the Information Teclmology is developing rapidly and it is

become the important part of the communication. The development of the
Information Teclmology has been created the various kinds of communication which
is more easily convenient and fast. This creation reduced the limitation of the physical
matter of the communication even in the differentia of the physical geography or
long distance of journey which has been a problem of the communication between
human in former.
According to the fast development of the Information Teclmology, it has been
also brought up an electronic instrument which we call computer. This instrument is
a good machine to support the human life activities. The computer was developed
continually and can be applied to use in various ways, including the communication
via the internet.
The internet is one part of the communication, it is the worldwide computer
network that allows communication and data transfer between people connected to it.
This network is very popular among all the people in this period of time. The internet
network connection was created in the 80 century; since then, it introduces "world
beyond frontier" to a human. The comm nication through internet can transfer or
show the information freely in a second without obstruction · or limitation.
Sometimes, the flee flow of internet network causes the difficulty to control the users
and receivers.
There are many kinds of the communication on the internet connection, for
example, e-mail, chat-room, web board and web site. Presently, people use computer
and internet as a trading place where they can buy of sell something instantly via
internet. Therefore, in order to control such the internet's transactions, the government
must have the specific law to govern the internet issues like Electronic Commerce Act.
Even though the computer can make a human life to be more efficiency and
comfortable, in the other ways, the use of computer can result in a bad effective to

2
human. The problem may arise if the user was using their acknowledgement of the
computer technology in the wrong way as to cause the damages to others people in
the society. For example, the using of the knowledge of the information technology
to perform the crimes, the using the computer as an instrument to kill people or to
invade country's security, which is known as "Computer Crime'', so it is the duty of
government to provide an efficient Computer - Related Crime Act.
Computer Crime is one type of crimes which having a badly effective to the
community, it can destroy the economk, politic and social part of the country. With
the use of computer, it is very easy for the offender to commit a crime. The case
would be difficult to investigate due to the difficulty for the police's officer or
investigator to find any remaining evidence to inspect and arrest the offender. This
problem is rapidly increasing the numbers of the Computer Crime, especially
phishing offence, which is a kind of scams by sending an email or a link of web site
that directs to a fake web site where you may give your personal information
unintentionally.
"The word phishing was coined around 1996 by hackers stealing America
Online accounts and passwords. By analogy with the sport of angling, these Internet
scammers were using e-mail lures, setting out hooks to "fish" fo r passwords and
financial data from the "sea" of Internet users. By 1997, phish were being traded
among hackers as a form of currency, people would routinely trade 10 working AOL
phish for a piece of hacking software." 1
It is a rapidly growing class of identity theft scams on the Internet that is
causing both short-term losses, these scams defraud individuals and financial
institutions, and long-term economic damage, by making consumers uncertain about
the integrity of the Internet's complex addressing system. Estimated losses from
phishing attacks are continuously growing. Phishing threatens to make less likely to
use the Internet for secure transactions. That make the Internet users are less likely to
use it for commerce and communications.

1

Sidebar, The origins of phishing, available at http://www. computerworld.corn/

action/article. do? command=vi ewArticleBasic&articleid=8 9097 &intsrc=arti cle pots
bot. (last visited April 26, 2008).

3
Therefore, it is worried that foreigners may not trust to do the business via the
internet with Thai ' s web that will cause the huge damage to the country. Moreover,
the number of the internet users is increasing continuously, it means that the number
of the victims will also increase and this will result in negative affect to the
economics of the country inevitably.
In the United States, the introduction of internet comes along with the invasion
of phishing. Thailand, one of the developing countries, also cannot avoid Computer
Crime in type of phi.shing offence.
According to the huge damage from phishing offence, it can affect to the
world's economy. Therefore, it is an important issue for all countries to deal with the
phishing scam by providing effective legal measures to protect the innocent and
punish the criminals, for example, the United States enacted an Anti - Phishing Act
to specify the phishing offence as a delinquency. In Thailand, although we have a
provision to apply with phishing offence, Section 9, Section 12(1) and Section 14(1)
of Computer - Related Crime Act B.E. 2550, it does not cover for such offence and
the punishment is too soft comparing with the damage. Moreover, although an
internet user is a direct target of the phisher, there are many injured persons related to
the offence. For instance, a buyer who is a direct target of the phisher, a seller who
suffers damage because the phisher created a fake website by using the seller's
trademark or the bank or credit card service provider which may receive damage in
case the phisher stole privacy information from the clients and wrongfully use it.
However, we have criminal provisions to apply with the phishing in the case
related to a credit card, which are Section 269/2, Section 269/5 and Section 269/6 of
the Penal Code including the criminal procedures which has been prescribed clearly
in Criminal Procedure Law.
According to all of the above, we can say that Information Technology is not
only providing the usefulness but also giving the bad effect. So, this Independent
Study will present computer crime by focusing on "Phishing offence".

4

B.

Hypothesis of the Study
Although, we have the Computer-Related Crime Act B.E. 2550 to cover the

internet users who affect by the phishing attack, the penalty of such provisions are not
strong enough when compares with damages. Moreover, the Act is not provided the
exact definition of the word "phishing", so there is a problem on the interpretation
because it is difficult to say whether such act shall be deemed as a phishing offence or
not.
However, the phisher can be subject to the person who commits the offence
relating the electronic card under the Penal Code Section 269/2 Section 269/5 and
Section 269/6 in case that offence related to credit card but the penalties of these
Sections are insufficient when comparing with the damage of the victims. Moreover,
the offence is not always related to credit card.
Therefore, Thailand should specify legal measures, state clearly that which act
of the offender shall be considered as a phishing offence, and amend the penalty in
Section 9 Section 12( 1) and Section 14(1) of the Computer - Related Grime Act B.E.
2550 for the effective prevention of the phishing offence.

C.

Objectives of the Study

Nert

1. To study about the laws related phishing offence.

*

2. To study on the Computer-Related Crime Act B.E. 2550.
3. To study about the appropriate punishment.

D.

Study Methodology
The methodology of this research is documentary research. It is a study of the

Computer-Related Crime Act B.E.2550, the bill of Anti - Phishing Act of United
States, including both Thai and English articles, decisions of the courts, thesis,
research, internet which related to the above documents.

5

E.

Scope of the Study
This research paper is to show the problems on Computer-Related Crime which

the topic is "The Legal Problems of Phishing Offence: Study on Computer - Related
Crime Act B.E. 2550". In this research are basically bases on the Computer-Related
Crime Act B.E. 2550 and the Penal Code of Thailand in comparison to the bill of
Anti - Phishing Act of the United States.

F.

Expectation of the Study
1. To know about the laws related phishing offence.

2. To know how the Computer-Related Crime Act B.E. 2550 relate to
phishing offence.
3. To find out the appropriate punishment for the phishing offence.
4. To recommend the legal measures for prevention of phishing offence.

~
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OChapter 2
Phishing Offence and its Characteristic
Computer Crime is a problem that affects to the computer system. A
Computer has different forms of works, so the crime is also different. The phishing
offence is one type of computer crime, it cause damage widely to the economic of
the country. To study about phishing, it is necessary to study about the computer
crime, the act of phishing, its definition and Criminology for the effective punishment.

A. Definition and Classifications of Criminology
Definitely, phishing is a kind of crime, therefore, in order to stop this crime the
penalty should be effective. For the effective punishment, we should study on the
definition of criminology and its classification.

1. Definition of Criminology

,_,
-,...

"Edwin H. Sutherland and Donald Cressey, criminologists, provided the
meanmg of criminology that "Criminology is a study of criminal which is a
phenomenon of community including legislation procedure, illegitimacy, and the
reaction from illegitimacy."2
"Since human combine as a society, it may have a confliction among
themselves, so the criminology refers to the learning of source of crime, crimes
prevention and any behaviors that against criminal law. Understanding of criminal
behavior can help to control the crime. Moreover, its purpose is also for developing
the knowledge and finds the effective way to control the crime. " 3

2

Edwin H. Sutherland & Donald R. Cressey, Principles of Criminology

(Chicago: J.B. Lippincott Co.) 3 (1 st ed. 1960).
3

N attapong Posakabutra, The amendment of Commercial law which has the

criminal punishment, Assumption University (Bangkok: Assumption University) 4
(2006).

7

2. Classification of Crime
Assco.Prof. Nattapong Posakabutra mentioned the classification of crime in
the research on the amendment of Commercial law which has the criminal
punishment that the crime can be classified into 5 groups. First group is categorizing
classification by effective to the nation. Second group is categorizing classification
by effective to private. Third group is categorizing classification by violence of the
action. Fourth group is categorizing classification by malignity of the action. Fifth
group is categorizing classification by effective to moral.

a. Criminal against the Kingdom
This crime directly harms the nation. It effects to a peace and moral of
people. However, although individual get damaged, only the public can bring a case
to the Court. Criminal against the public can be divided from the effect of crime as
follow:
(1) Any crime which dreadfully hrum to public, such crime cannot
compromise so, there is a major offence for this penalty.
(2) In the other hand, if it is moderate crime, it is a light penalty and can
be compromised.
(3) Any cri me that public is an injured person, it is held to be criminal
against public because crime effect to peace of community however, it also harm to
private. In such crime, will effect to either private or people and public, although
private is compromise but state still can bring a case to the Court.

b. Compoundable Offence
This crime normally infringes the individual' s right; however, the state
will mediate the parties, so the related law shall prescribe such offence as an offence
which can be compromised.

c. To Categorize Crimes by the Characteristic of Acrimony
(1)

Ultimate acrimony - It is a criminal which dreadfully harm to

peace of community. The penalty of such crime will be a heavy punishment, more
than 3 years imprisonment.

8
(2)

Minimum acrimony - It is a crime which light harm to community.

The penalty of this crime will be a light penalty, not more than 3 years
imprisonment.

d. To Categorize Crimes by Malignity of the Action
The 93rd International seminar by United Nations Asia and Fareast
Institute for the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders (UN AEEI) divided
crime in 3 classifications
(1)

Non-economic Crime, for example, Syndicate gambling and betting,

trafficking, etc.
(2)

Economic Crime, for example, securities fraud and stock

manipulation, cheat forgery, etc.
(3)

P olitic Crime, for example, terrorism, assassination, incendiarism.

e. To Categorize Crimes by Moral Aspect
(1 )

mala in se, it is a Latin phrase of an offence that wrong or evil in itself

and it damage to the public, for example, assault, homicide, offences relating to property.
(2)

mala prohibita, is also a Latin phrase used in law to refer to

conduct that constitutes a crime only by virtue of statute, as opposed to conduct evil
in and of itself, or mala

in se. The imposition of this offence is for protecting

individual right. Mostly this kind of offence will not relate to moral but it is an
offence because the law said so. For example, if anyone crossing street without using
the foot bridge, it is not a crime but the law prohibit.
Legality, the criminal punishments are mainly for public peace
and preservative of economic stability of nation. For the effective punishment, we
should study about the classification of criminal.

3. Classification of Criminal
Criminal is a person whose behavior deviate from others or against social' s
rule. Criminologists remarked that the crime should be devilish actions exclude petty
offence.
"Criminal can be divided as follow:

9

a. Criminals who support their living by committing crime, for example,
hired gun, purse snatcher, etc.
b. Mutually offence is a crime that criminals committing crime in a group,
or organized crime, they will have their leader to control for the effective crime.
c. Economic criminal, a person who is expert in economic and uses their
knowledge to harm business.
d. Inborn criminal, a person who repeatedly commits crime although they
were punished.
e. Occasionally criminal, normally this criminal will follow the rules but
unintentionally commits crime. It may be occurred because of negligence."

4

Besides the study of classification of criminal, we should study about
the definitions and types of computer crime in order to know the act of the criminal
and to find out the methods that are used by the offender.

B.

Definition and Classification of Computer Crime
In the past, the economic crime was known in the public eye. Recently, the new

economic crime is widespread in the world of internet. The mentioned crime is so called computer crime.

AB

Nert

1. Definition of Computer Crime

*

"Generally, Computer crime can broadly be defined as criminal activity
involving an information technology infrastructure, including illegal access to
computer or network is considered as the sources of a crime. Although the terms
computer crime are more properly restricted to describing criminal activity in which
the computer or network is a necessary part of the crime, these terms are also
sometimes used to include traditional crimes, such as fraud, theft, blackmail, forgery,
and embezzlement, in which computers or networks are used to facilitate the illicit

4

Pratueang Thaniyapol & Suvit Nimnoi, Criminology and penology (Bangkok:

Sumnukpimramkhumhang University) 19-26 (1st ed. 1990).

10

activity. However, Cybercrime is also a major issue these days in the world as many
people are hacking into the computer systems."

5

"Kenneth S. Rosenblatt provided the definition of Computer Crime as
follow:
a. it is a new crime which occurred because of the broadly using computer
in the society.
b. an ordinary crime was changed because of the development of the
computer technology. Just an expert can be investigating such case."6

2. Classifications of Computer Crime

There are many types of computer crime, it occurs because of the
development of the technology. The following types of computer crime are mostly
used to harm the internet users.
a. "Cyber Crime, it encompasses any criminal act dealing with computers
and networks (called hacking). Additionally, cyber crime also includes traditional
crimes conducted through the Internet. For example; hate crimes, telemarketing and
Internet fraud, identity theft, and credit card account thefts are considered to be cyber
crimes when the megal activities are committed through the use of a computer and
the Internet." 7
b. "Malwar.e/Malicious Code, Malware is short for malicious software and
is typically used as a catch-all term to refer to any software designed to cause
damage to a single computer, server, or computer network, whether it's a virus,

5

Gerald R. Ferrera ET AL., Cyber Law Text and Cases (United State: Thom

South-Western West) 408 (2nd ed. 2004).
6

Kenneth S.Rosenblatt, High Technology Crime (California:O'Reiliy

&Associates) 1-2 (1st ed. 1995).
7

Cyber Crime Definition, Cyber Crime, available at http://isp.webopedia.

com/ TERM/C/cyber crime.html. (last visited April 18, 2008).

11
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1

8

spyware." It is not the same as defective software, that is, software which has a
legitimate purpose but contains harmful bugs.
c. "Denial-Of-Service Attack, it designed to crash a vulnerable system by
sending a flood of spoofed TCP packets with the ACK flag set to random destination
ports on the host. This can cause certain versions of FreeBSD and possibly other
systems to kernel panic and crash." 9
d. "Hacker/Hacking, "Hacking" can be used either to refer to manipulation
of computers outside of normal use, or it can be used more specifically to mean
illegal manipulation of computers, such as gaining remote access to another
computer." 10 "In computer programming, a "hacker" is a software designer and
programmer who build elegant, beautiful programs and systems. A hacker can also
be a programmer who hacks or reaches a goal by employing a series of modifications
to exploit or extend existing code or resources. For some, "hacker" has a negative
connotation and refers to a person who "hacks" or uses kludges to accomplish
programming tasks that are ugly, inelegant, and inefficient." 11
e. "Computing Virus is a computer program that is designed to replicate
itself by cop;:ing itself into the other programs stored in a computer. It may be
benign or have a negative effect, such as causing a program to operate incorrectly or
corrupting a computer's memory." 12
INCIT
0
8

Defining Malware: FAQ, Defining Malware: FAQ, available at

http://www.microso:ft.com/techne't/security/alerts/info/malware.mspx. (last visited April
18, 2008).
9

Stream.c denial of service, Denial-Of-Service Attack, available at

http://www.iss.ne't/security center/reference/vuln/Stream DoS.htm. (last visited April 18,
2008).
10

Sudo Nim, Meaning of Hacking, available at http://www.helium.com/

items/ 392855-meaning-of-hacking. (last visited April 18, 2008).
11

lluckyducky, Computer Jargon, available at http://www.answerbag.

com/g view/143438. (last visited April 18, 2008).
12

Computer Virus, available at http://www.answers.com/topic/computer-

virus. (last visited April 18, 2008).
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f.

"Cyber Terrorism is defined as the premeditated use of disruptive

activities, or the threat thereof, against computers and/or networks, with the intention
to cause harm or further social, ideological, religious, political or similar objectives
or to intimidate any person in furtherance of such objectives."

13

g. "Information Warfare is the use and management of information in
pursuit of a competitive advantage over an opponent. Information warfare may
involve collection of tactical information, assurance that one's own information is
valid, spreading of propaganda or disinformation to demoralize the enemy and the
public, undermining the quality of opposing force information and denial of
information collection opportunities to opposing forces." 14
h. "Cyber Stalking is a crime in which the attacker harasses a victim using
electronic communication, such as e-mail or instant messaging (IM), or messages
posted to a Web site or a discussion group." 15
1.

"Fraud and Identity Theft are terms used to refer to all types of crime in

which someone wrongfully obtains and uses another person's personal data in some
way that involves fraud or deception, typically for economic gain." 16
J.

"Phishing is an unsolicited, or spam, email that directs you to a web site

where you have to input a huge amount of personal information. This information
includes, but is not limited to: Credit card numbers and securiiy codes, Names and
address, Phone numbers, Social Security numbers, Bank account numbers, Online
banking names and passwords, Internet service provider login names and passwords,
EBay and Pay Pal login names and passwords.

13

Cyber Terrorism, available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyber-terrorism#

cite note-autogeneratedl-0. (last visited April 18, 2008).
14

Information warfare, available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information

warfare, (last visited April 18, 2008).
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Cyberstalking, available at http://searchsecurity.techtarget. com/sDefinition/

O,,Sid14 gci865159,00.html. (last visited April 18, 2008).
16

U.S. Department of Justice, Fraud and Identity Theft, available at

http://www. usdoj.gov/criminal/fraud/websites/idtheft.html, (last visited April 18, 2008).
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Typically, the user will receive an official looking email from claims to
have been sent by a familiar business or organization such as Internet service
provider (ISP), bank, online payment service or even a government agency." 17
k. "Virtual Crime or in-game crime refers to a virtual criminal act that
takes place in a massively multiplayer online game (MMOG), usually an MMORPG.
The huge time and effort invested into such games can lead online "crime" to spill
over into real world crime, and even blur the distinctions between the two. Some
countries have introduced special police investigation units to cover such "virtual
crimes". South Korea is one such country and looked into 22,000 cases in the first six
months of 2003." 18
Computer crime on the internet is the severe crime. The criminal take merit
from the communication on the internet by using the capacities and efficiency of
computer to do crime while they are away from the computer. There are many types
of computer crime on the internet. Phishing is the crime which accruing the
excessive of harmful. It is very most effective to the United States because it is the
place where the Information Technology created and there are numbers of internet
users. In Thailand, we can estimate from an increasing numbers of the internet users
that phishing is going to be our problems in the future.

C.

Characteristics and Techniques of Phishing
Firstly, we have to know what yhishing is and how it attack or damage the

others before finding the legal measures for the prevention of phishing offence.
Therefore, we have to know the definition and techniques of phishing.

17

Jayvee, What does Phishing?, available at http://www.thatdamnpc.

com/what-does-phishing-mean, (last visited April 18, 2008).
18

Virtual Crime, available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiNirtual crime. (last

visited April 18, 2008).
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"Any criminal scheme in which digital communications play a significant role
in acquiring multiple victims' identifying or personal financial data by deception, and
transferring or transmitting multiple victims' data via the Internet for criminal use." 19
"Phishing is the act of sending an e-mail to a user falsely claiming to be an
established legitimate enterprise in an attempt to scam the user into surrendering
private information that will be used for identity theft. The e-mail directs the user to
visit a Web site where they are asked to update personal information, such as
passwords and credit card, social security, and bank account numbers, national
insurance number and bank accounting details. The email may further suggest that
the information is necessary to prevent the account from being suspended. "20
"Phishing, also referred to as brand spoofing or carding, is a variation on
"fishing," the idea being that bait is thrown out with the hopes that while most will
ignore the bait, some will be tempted into biting.
For example, a phishing scam was widespread since the year 2003 in which
users received e-mails supposedly from eBay claiming that the user' s account was
about to be suspended, unless he clicked on the provided link and updated the credit
card information that the genuine eBay already had. Because it is relatively simple to
make a Web site look like a legitimate organizations site by mimicking the HTML
code, the scam counted on people being tricked into thinking they were actually
being contacted by eBay and were subsequently going to eBay' s site to update their
account information. By spamming large groups of people, the "phisher" counted on
the e-mail being read by a percentage of people who actually had listed credit card
numbers with eBay legitimately." 21
"Phishing can be divided into 3 types:

19

Jonathan J. Rusch, Phishing and Federal enforcement, available at

http://www. abanet.org/adminlaw/annual2004/Phishing. (last visited April 18, 2008).
20

Metropolitan Police. What is phishing, available at http://www.met.

police. uk/frau.dalert/section/intemet fraud.htm. (last visited April 18, 2008).
21

What is Phishing?, Phishing, available at http://www.webopedia.com/

TERM/p/phishing.htm. (last visited August 28, 2008).
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(I) Email based phishing, which can be offence according to Section

14(5) of the Computer- Related Crime Act. This Independent Study will be focusing
on this type of phishing.
(2) Phishing by phone, which can be an offence according to the Penal Code.
(3) Trojan horse, which can attack other computer by virus computer. It
can be an offence according to Section 9 of the Computer- Related Crime Act." 22
There are many phishing techniques which the phishers use to attack the
internet users. Each technique has different methods but have the same effect which
is damage to the economic system.

1. Characteristics of the Phishing

The most common phishing tactic today uses an "e-mail to Web host".
Structure: the phisher sends "bait" emails that direct their recipients to fraudulent
Web hosts. In a successful attack the victim voluntarily fo llows the e-mail's
fraudulent link and submits personally identifying information (P I) to the Web host.
Most often, the phishing messages and Web hosts masquerade as financial
institutions, online marketplaces, government agencies or some other trustworthy
entity that couH:l plausibly ask for Plls.
This attack structure as some important vulnerabilities, mostly stemming
from the Web host collection mechanism. Since Web hosts must be available to the
phishing victims through their standard browsers, the phisher cannot hide the Web
host address. Once phishing messages are identified the attack can be halted by
eliminating the server referenced in the email message. Subsequent "bites" to the bait
message simply direct the victim to an invalid link. No further credential collection
can proceed.
While very effective in halting a phishing attack, the policy of server
takedown also bears several weaknesses. Server ISPs may refuse to cooperate with
takedown requests, and further they may be in jurisdictions takedown is
unenforceable. Phishing attacks have short lifetimes. Some experimental studies have
22

National Science and Technology Development Agency. Crime on Cyber,

available at http://www.nstdaor.th/th/index.php? optioIFCOm content&task=view&id=506&1
temid=66. (last visited October 6, 2008).
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shown that the bulk of victim credentials are collected within 24 hours of mailing the
bait messages. Assuming early detection, many people are still at risk in the time
spent negotiating server takedown. Phishers are already mitigating the consequences
oftakedown by deploying thousands of fraudulent Web hosts per attack.
Internet crime has evolved from being principally executed by one broadly
knowledgeable person to being split among specialists who commoditize their
services. No longer do spammers search for open mail relays and harvest their own
email lists, nor do denial of service (DoS) 23 attackers compromise their own zombie
machines with specially written software. Computer criminals have commoditized
their specialties, contracting their requirements to resellers of stolen resources.
Botnets24 , or zombie nets, are collections of compromised computers, often
numbering in the tens of thousands, whose behavior is controlled by a single operator.
Because these networks are cheap, large, and geographically heterogeneous, they are
the primary actors in a variety of criminal activities including spam, phishing,
spoofed hosting, and denial of service attacks.
The Distributed Phishing Attacks (DP A) use large numbers of fraudulent
Web hosts for each set of bait messages. Each server is responsible for collecting
only a tiny percentage of victim PIIs, so server takedown only significantly hinders a
DPA when applied to thousands of servers within hours of the initial mailing. In the
extreme case where each victim is referred to a unique Web page, the benefits of
23

Denial-of-Service attack (DoS attack) or Distributed Denial-of-Service

attack (DDoS attack) is an attempt to make a computer resource unavailable to its
intended users. DoS attack is characterized by an explicit attempt by attackers to
prevent legitimate users of a service from using that service.
24

Botnets - Although a peripheral aspect of phishing, bots play a major role

in the Internet chat community. A bot is an automated chat program that can perform
certain tasks autonomously and can be remotely controlled by chat participants. A
botnet is essentially a cluster of bots running on many computers, which can be
centrally controlled to carry out any task it has been programmed for, whether en
masse or individually. Botnets are also used for organizing massive attacks, such as
flooding DDoS. These botnets usually consist of up to 10,000 compromised zombie
computers.
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detection vanish. If the user recognizes the bait message as a component of a
phishing attack, the link to the fraudulent Web server is not generalizable
information since it only collects information for the one victim; disabling the server
will not prevent any other potential victims from betraying their PII. While the

extreme case may not be economical if large numbers of victims (> 100, 000) are
targeted, DP As that use thousands of severs carry most of the benefits. In this more
affordable case, reporting a server eliminates less than 0.1 % of the attack's collection
capacity.
In addition to frustrating server takedown, DPAs limit the utility of current

database oriented phishing countermeasures. Systems that depend on user reports
such as Cloudmark, Netcraft and PhishGuard suffer the same problem as takedown:
the reported collection server is only responsible for a portion of the attack.
Moreover, reputation based mechanisms may take too much time for a fraudulent
host to build a sufficiently poor rating that would deter a user from submitting the
PII. The phisher only needs to establish a 24-hour window of opportunity for an
effective attack.
Many current anti-phishing technologies focus their efforts on the
authenticity collection servers: SpoofGuarc:l does an in-depth content analysis of Web
pages; PwdHash generates per-domain passwords so that collection hosts using oneoff domain names will receive unusable data, Fraud Eliminator, Earthlink, McAfee,
and eBay. Other technologies treat phishing as a subset of spam. Spamhaus,
Brightmail, PureMessage, and Cloudmark (spam side) filter phishing bait messages
using spam classifiers. To our knowledge, no proposal for evaluating both bait mail
and the referenced collection servers has been published.
The stakeholder in a phishing attack related to consumer costs and
motivation, Consumers are the recipients of bait messages. Phishing attacks place
their PII at risk. In addition to loss of privacy, the 2006 addendum to the Federal
Trade Commission' s Identity Fraud Survey places the average monetary consumer
loss due to identity fraud at $422. Worse is the 40 hours on average spent resolving
the issue; at a conservative time valuation of $15 per hour, this aggravating task costs
$600 of consumer time.
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While the Gartner phishing survey finds that 3% of its subjects have
divulged PII to fraudulent Web hosts, this estimate of risk is probably low. Recent
experiments suggest much higher compromise rates. A phishing experiment that
leveraged social networks inside Indiana University shows a high rates of PII
disclosure (72%) when messages appear to come from a recipient's friend, and 16%
when messages appear to come from an unknown address inside the University's
domain. These messages were not subject to spam filtering, so an adjustment is
necessary to model a real attack. Another experiment which simulated PII disclosure
on clients of a popular online marketplace showed hit rates varying between 5% and
20% depending on the level of message customization. Messages in this experiment
exhibited inconsistent header information as most phishing messages do, and were
subject to spam filtering by the target's ISP. While their 5%±4% result appears to
confirm the Gartner survey's estimate, this measures the success rate per attack.
Consumers are typically subject to multiple attacks per day.
Besides direct identity theft, phishing is also a vehicle for pushing malware.
Web site Consumers have much to gain from effective anti-phishing technology. Yet
research suggests that consumers will not pay for stand alone privacy or security
solutions. Security products are often bundled with products unrelated to computer
security in recognition of many consumers' low willingness to pay for such
protection. Shostack and Syverson illustrate many contexts in, which consumers pay
for privacy and that in all instances the protection is bundled with another good of
independent utility. They argue that consumers often assume privacy, and need to
understand in simple terms why additional protection may be required.
In addition, consumers frequently underestimate their risk of victimization
for all kinds of dangers because of incorrect anchoring. Risk perception depends on
anchoring, or an initial judgment of likelihood. Phishing is new enough that its
statistical risks remain a moving target. Developing a meaningful anchor at this stage
is difficult for researchers, let alone end users.
Phishing is an attack on the internet which causes financial damage or
privacy damage to both consumers and producers.
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2. The phishing Techniques

"Mohamed Chawski explained the phishing techniques that each method
has different character as follows:

a. Dragnet Method

Firstly, "Dragnet method is the most common type of phishing. For this
method, the criminal will E-mails with falsified corporate identification, or directing
large class of people to websites with similarly falsified identification. However, the
specific prospective victims will not identify in advance, but false information
conveyed to trigger immediate victim response.
On January 26, 2004, the Federal Trade Commission filed the first
lawsuit against a suspected phisher. The defendant, a Californian teenager, allegedly
created and used a webpage designed to look like the America Online website, so
that he could steal credit card numbers. In the same year, California federal
prosecution prosecuted a 21 years old defendant who used spoofed eBay emails and
Web pages to acquire users' names and passwords, then ran fraudu ent auctions on
eBay under the victim's names.
This method involves the use of spammed emails, beat:ing falsified
corporate identification, for example, trademarks, logos, and corporate names, that
are addressed to a large class of people, such as customers of a particular financial
institution or members of a particular auction site, to websites or pop-up windows
with similarly falsified identification.
Dragnet phishers do not identify specific prospective victims in
advance. Instead, they rely on the false information they include in the e-mail to
trigger an immediate response by victims - typically, clicking on links in the body of
the email to take them to the websites or pop-up windows where are requested to
enter bank or credit-card account data or other personal data.

b. Rod - and - Reel method

Rod-and-Reel method, for this method the targeted will be the initial
contacts with prospective victims. The phishers will identify specific prospective
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victims in advance, and convey false information to them to prompt their disclosure
of personal and financial data.

c. Lobsterpot Method

Lobsterpot method, a creation of websites similar to legitimate corporate
websites that narrowly defined class of victims is likely to seek out. The smaller class of
prospective victims identified in advance, but no triggering of victim response.
This technique relies solely on the use of spoofed websites. It consists
in the creation of spoofed websites, similar to legitimate corporate ones, that a
narrowly defined class of victims is likely to seek out. In lobsterpot phishing, the
phishers identify a small er class of prospective victims in advance, but do not rely on
a call to action to redirect prospective victims to anothe site. It is enough that the
victims mistake the spoofed website they discover on their won as a legitimate and
trust worthy site. In fact, spoof attacks occur at the Protocol layer level. When the
spoofer' s goal is to either gain access to a secured site or to mask his or her true
identity, he or she may hijack an unsuspecting victim's address by falsifying the
message's routing information so that it appears to have come from the victim's
account instead of his or her own. He or she may do so through the use of "sniffers."
Since information intended for a specific computer must pass through any number of
other computers while in transit, the data essentially becomes fair game, and sniffers
may be used to essentially capture the information en route to its destination. Sniffer
software can be programmed to select data intended for any or every computer.

d. Gillnet Method

Gillnet method; this method will use the malicious code that can infect
target systems without requiring victim to click on link. It may redirect victim to
spoofed site, or log keystrokes when victim attempts to access financial websites at
later date.
In gillnet phishing, they can, for example misuse browser functionality
by injecting hostile content into another site's pop - up window. Merely by opening
a particular email, or browsing a particular website, Internet users may have a Trojan
horse introduced into their systems. In some cases, the malicious code will change
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settings in user' s systems, so that users who want to visit legitimate banking websites
will be redirected to a look alike phishing site. In other cases, the malicious code will
record user' s keystrokes and passwords when they visit legitimate banking sites, then
transmit those data to phishers for later illegal access to users' financial accounts.
At West Point in 2004, teacher and National Security Agency expert
Aaron Ferguson sent out a message to 500 cadets asking them to click a link to verify
grades. The messages appeared to come from a Colonel Robert Melville of West
Point. Over 80% of recipients clicked the link in the message; in

respon~e

they

received a notification that they had been duped and warning that their behavior
could have resulted in downloads of spyware, Trojan horses, and/or other malware.
This technique relies far less on social engineering than the preceding techniques.

e. Phishing by Phone
The last method is the new phishing techniques. In fact, not all phishing
attacks use a fake website. In an incident in 2006, messages that claimed to be from a
bank asked the users to dial a phone number regarding a technical problem with their
bank accoun . Once the phone number was dialed, prompts told users to enter their
account numbers and PIN. The number was provided by a Voice over IP provider. "

25

In summary, all Dragnet Rod-and-Reel Lobsterpot and Gillnet methods
are the cause of damage; it is not only damaged to the victims but also the economic system.
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Mohamed Chawki, Phishing Techniques, available at http://www.crime-

research.org/articles/phishing-in-cyberspace-issues-and-solutions. (last visited August 27,
2008).
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D. Sample Pictures of Falsified Website
Picture 126
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It is a falsified Citi Bank' s website which requesting the clients to update the

detail of the credit card. Normally, Banks will not ask for any password. According
to this site, it is asking for the password. For this example, it is quite hard to observe
whether it is an original or fake website.
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Komain Piboonroj, Phishing Attacks, available at http://www.thaicert.

nectec.or.th/paper/basic/phishing.php. (last visited November 20, 2008).
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This is a falsified Bank of America's website. Normally, the Bank of America
never sends their users emails requesting personal details in this way. Not only this
Bank, but in practice, every banks will not request for any personal details by
sending an e-mail to the customers.
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Millersmiles.co.uk, Scam Report, available at http://www. millersmiles.

co.uk/report/4129. (last visited November 20, 2008).
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This e-mail seemed to be sent by Kasikorn Bank of Thailand, but in fact it is
not. Normally, if there is an e-mail from the bank the address should be
eBusinessSupport@kasikornbank.com but from this example, it is an e-mail from
kasikornbank@thaimail.org
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Jeroz Bharucha, Tungblog, available at http://tungblog.atikomtrirat.com/

2007107/kasikorn-bankphishing.html?Widgetype=BlogArchive&widgetid=Blog Archive
1&action=toggle&dir=close&toggle=YEARLY-1l99120400000&toggleopen= MONTHLY
-1204304400000. (last visited November 20, 2008).
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This falsified ebay's website can be observed easily at the address bar.
Normally, the original website of ebay should be www.ebay.com but in this address
bar showing the different address. For this falsified website, it is easily to know
because the name of the website always clearly shows in the address bar.
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Komain Piboonroj, Phishing Attacks, available at http://www.thaicert.

nectec.or.th/paper/basic/phishing.php. (last visited November 20, 2008).
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According to the example, the address name of the falsified website show that
it is not the original website from the Kasikom Bank. The address name of this
falsified website is www.kasiakom.com while the original website will be
www.kasikom.com.

° Kasikom

3

Bank, Verified by Vis~ available at https://rt03. kasikombank.

com/enroll/enroll.aspx. (last visited June 19, 2008).
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Picture 631
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This is the falsified Amazon's website pretending to ask for the password. For
this website, it is also difficult to realize whether the website is fake or the original
website.
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Bobmonsour, Flasified Amazon's Website, available at http://www.bobmonsour.

com/2ndhalf7 2005/11/phishing in the amazon.html. (last visited July 14, 2008).
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E.

The Negative Effects of Phishing Offence
Recently, it is a time of communication by information technology and internet.

So, either public or private organizations including people are the victims of phishing
offence. It is unquestionably that when the crime happens the waste will be
unavoidably occurring. The waste from phishing looks not harm that much to the
victims because mostly not harm to victims' life or body. Nevertheless, if attentively
consider on the damage of the property, there are many damages. The damages that
occur from phishing not only affect to individual but also affect to homeland security
including in economy and society.
The statistic from N ational Consumer League (NCL) of the United State of
America found that every kinds of internet fraud damage seriously to economic
system as shown in the year 2004 that the average loss to Internet fraud has risen
from $895 to $2,033. In 25 percent of the Internet scams reported to NCL,
consumers were initially contacted by email, compared to 5 percent in 2003. Most
Nigerian money offers, fake check scams, lottery scams, and phishing attempts were
initiated by email. However, the 3% of all complaint is phishing, the average loss
are $816.
"Phishing affect to your privacy online from denial of access to email to
substantial financial loss. This style of identify theft is becoming more popular,
because of the readiness with which unsuspecting peop1e often divulge personal
information to phishers, including credit card number, social security numbers, and
mothers' maiden names. The theft stole your privacy thing from your internet. There
are also fears that identity thieves can add such information to the knowledge they
gain simply by accessing public records. Once this information is acquired, the
phishers may use a person's details to create fake accounts in a victim's name. They
can then ruin the victims' credit, or even deny the victims access to their own
accounts." 32

32

WikiAnswers, How does phishing affect your pnvacy online?,

available at http://wiki.answers.com/Q/How does phishing affect your privacy online.
(last visited August 19, 2008).
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Regarding the credit card holder, the phishing may cause damage to the credit
card holder even the cardholders do not use the card online. It is important to note
that the information system around the world can be connected to the Internet. This
actually means that your personal information may be available to others online
regardless whether you use the Internet or not.
In addition, the bank is also an injured person in such case, because if the
offender pay out from the credit card which he stole information and the actual
cardholder refuses to pay that bill, the bank must be responsible for it.
The effect to the web browser33 , the phisher may use a defferent IP address to
enter into personal computer of the victim by linking with the fake website. The
phishing offender can force the internet browser of the victim, any browser, not just
Internet Explorer, to go to a fake website.
"Phishing affect on consumer confidence, further survey by Cloudmark found
that phishing attacks dent public confidence in consumer brands. The survey, which
was carried out by Y ouGov, found that 42 per cent of people felt their trust in a
brand would be greatly reduced if they received a phishing email purporting to be
from that company.
Moreover, it also effects to the owner of an original web site, when the phisher
creates a fake website, the infringement by using the actual trademark in the fake
website is occurred. It means that the owner of actual website will suffer damage
since its actual trademark is used in the fake website.
More than a quarter of respondents (26 per cent) believe themselves to be the
party most responsible for protecting themselves from phishing attacks, while 23 per
cent believe their Internet Service Provider (ISP) or email service provider is the
most responsible." 34

33

A web browser is a software application which enables a user to display

and interact with text, images, videos, music and other information typically located
on a Web page at a website on the World Wide Web or a local area network.
34

Kim Thomas, Phishing affect consumer confidence, available at

http://www.computing.co. uk/itweek/news/2204421 /phishing-affects-consumer. (last
visited August 17, 2008).
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The damage caused by phishing ranges from denial of access to e-mail to
substantial financial loss. This style of identity theft is becoming more popular,
because of the readiness with which unsuspecting people often divulge personal
information to phishers, including credit card numbers, social security numbers, and
mothers' maiden names. There are also fears that identity thieves can add such
information to the knowledge they gain simply by accessing public records. Once
this information is acquired, the phishers may use a person's details to create fake
accounts in a victim's name. They can then ruin the victims' credit, or even deny the
victims access to their own accounts.
"It is estimated that between May 2004 and May 2005, approximately 1.2
million computer users in the United States suffered losses caused by phishing,
totaling approximately US$929 million. United States businesses lose an

e~timated

US$2 billion per year as their clients become victims. In 2007 phishing attacks
escalated. 3.6 million Adults lost US$ 3.2 billion in the 12 months ending in August
2007."35
There are many effects from the phishing. In the United State, there is an
enforceabl law to punish the offender who is a phisher.

Offence relating the electronic card, regarding the electronic card, the offender
may use financial information which wrongfully obtained from the phishing offence.
Nowadays, with the E-commerce, the money can be transferred without the card, just
fill in the detail of the credit card. Moreover, "the Gonsumer Protection Act B.E.
2522 provided that the using of the credit card orally or in written without card, just
fill out the detail of the card, if the consumer refuses to pay, the Bank or the credit
card service provider may not be able to collect such amount of money. In this
matter, there is a question whether who is the actual victim from this phishing since
the damage was not occurred to the consumer but it occurred to the Bank or the
credit card service provider". 36
35

Damage caused by phishing, available at http://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/

Phishing#Damage caused by phishing. (last visited August 17, 2008).
36

Supreeya Apiwatthanakom, "Computer Crime: a study of internet fraud,''

(LL.M. dissertation, Graduate School, Chulalongkom University, 2002), 109.
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In my opinion, the Bank or the credit card service provider is the victim
who received damage. Therefore, the Bank or the credit card service provider should
be the victim who can sue the offender by the Penal Code, Section 269/2 as a person
who acquiring the data in counterfeiting or alterating, Section 269/5 as a person who
uses the electronic card of other person wrongfully in manner likely to cause damage
of other person or people, and Section 269/6 as a person who has the electronic card
of other person wrongfully in accordance with Section 269/5 in a manner likely to
cause detriment of other person or people.
Regarding the problem on which type of offence should be considered as
the phishing, I personally think that the offender shall be liable fo r the criminal
offence. However, due to the Penal Code, it directly protects just the corporeal object
and the offence which occur in domestic level. In present, there is a phishing offence
which aims to attack incorporeal objects such as financial information, it is a
borderless offenc e.
Otherwise, there is a problem on the statutory interpretation of the Penal
Code, it is doubtfulness whether the offences defined in the Code governed the
phishing offence or not. In this prospect, there is no previous court's judgment
relating to the phishing case. Personally, I think the.Penal Code dose not include the
phishing offence. Although, the phishing should be specified as an offence and the
offender should be liable for their guilty, the interpretation of an analogy to the
provision most nearly applicable to punish the offender is conflict with the principle
of the Penal Code that must be strictly inter;preted. lt also conflict with the principle
of the Penal Code which provided that "nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege",
which means no guilty unless the law said so.

In summary, it can be seen that there is still a problem regarding the
interpretation and the offender may use the gap of law to commit a crime. Therefore,
we should have the specific law in order to cope with the phishing and reduce the
problem on the interpretation.
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F.

Thai Laws Against the Phishing Offence
Although the phishing narrowly appeared in Thailand, it does not mean we will

not confront with the phishing, as long as we still use internet. However, there are
two Acts which can be applied to penalize the offender who commit the phishing
offence.
Because of internet is broadly used in Thailand, therefore Thailand enacted the
law to support the internet trading which is Electronic Commerce Act B.E. 2544.
"Electronic Commerce commonly known as e-commerce or eCommerce, consists of
the buying and selling of products or services over electronic systems such as the
Internet and other computer networks. The amount of trade conducted electronically
has grown dramatically since the wide introduction of the Internet. A wide variety of
commerce is conducted in this way, including things such as electronic funds
transfer,

supply

chain management,

e-marketing,

online

marketing,

online

transaction processing, electronic data interchange (EDI), automated inventory
management systems, and automated data collection systems. Modern electronic
commerce typically uses the World Wide Web at least some point in the transaction's
lifecycle, although it can encompass a wide range of technologies such as e-mail as
well." 37
Furthermore, the Electronic Commerce B.E.2544 was enacted to affirm the
legal status of the electronic information as made in writing on paper format or written
evidence. It was stated clearly in Section 7 of this Act:3 8
Moreover, the Act was assigned

o have the Electronic Transactions

Commission. The functions are to set up a policy for develop electronic transactions, to
follow up and fend for the business related to electronic transaction, including potential
improvement to reach the reliant standard both domestic and international level.

37

e-Commerce, available at http://www.thaiall.com/article/ecommerce. htm#what.

(last visited August 19, 2008).
38

Electronic Commerce Act B.E. 2544, Section 7 provided that Information

shall not be denied legal effect and enforceability solely on the ground that it is in the
form of a data message.
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In brief, the main concepts of this Act are; to affirm the paperless transaction,
to affirm the legal status of the electronic information as made in writing on paper
format. These are the main points of the Model Law.
In summary, there is no any legal provision in this Act mentioned to the
offence of the phisher or even the offences which are related to computer crime
especially an internet fraud. However, there are in the Computer - Related Crime
Act B.E. 2550.

1. Computer - Related Crime Act B.E. 2550
The Computer - Related Crime Act B.E.2550 is another Act which
related to the internet crime. Computer crime was no longer limited to economic
crime but included attacks against all kind interests, such as privacy which were
originally discussed separately from computer crime.
Later in the 1990, it became clear that computer could integrate the
distribution of illegal contents on the Internet as well as include the use of computers
and communication systems by group of organized crime.
Computer crime is any crime that the fraudulent behavior connected with
computerizatiop by which someone intends to gain dishonest advantage.
For an Internet Crime, it is related to computer crime, but it specifically
related to those illegal acts made possible by the emergence of the Internet. These
include hacking, cracking, spoofing, virus writing, creating worms, logic bomb,
distributed denial of service attack, and so forth.
The objective of this law is t o prevent any new form of crime which was
not only based on technical changes, but mainly on fundamental changes of
paradigm. At the middle of the 20th century, the Criminal Codes of all countries have
predominantly protected tangible objects.
The Act is criminal law which includes the criminal penalty, but there is
no death penalty in the Act. There are 30 sections in the Act, the offences related to
computer are providing in Section 5 to Section 16 of Title 1.
The Act has amended to cover the specific procedure, the investigation of
evidence, which is different from criminal procedural law.
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However, the main concepts of this Act are to punish the person who
commits a computer-related crime, and to eliminate the gaps of criminal law.
Especially, the Act clearly states about the definition of computer system and
computer data.
The Act does not intend to interfere the right to use a personal computer
of people. It assumed that the computer user is an innocent person and he may not be
punished in criminal court unless it can be proved that he committed a crime with the
bad faith intention." 39
There are 30 Sections in this Act which divide into 2 categories. The first
category provides the details of the computer related offences. The second category
mentions on the competent official. The offences according to the Act can be divided
into 2 categories: first is computer as a target of crime, second ·s computer as a tool
to commit a further crime.

a. Computer - Related Offences: Computer as a Target of Crime

For the offences where the computer is target of crime, the offender
commits an offence which directly destroys a computer. This matter is provided in
Section 5 to Section 13. In this regard, there are 2 Sections which related to the
phishing offence.
(1)

Section 9, it is enacted to penalize a person who illegally acts in

a manner that causes damage, impairment, deletion, alteration or addition either in
whole in part of computer data of another person.
The aim of this provision is to provide computer data and
computer programs with protection similar to that enjoyed by corporeal objects
against intentional infliction of damage. The protected legal interest here is the
integrity and the proper functioning or use stored computer data or computer program.
The term "damage and impairment" as overlapping acts related
in particular to a negative alteration of the integrity or of information content of data
and programs. "Deletion" of data is the equivalent of the destruction of a corporeal

39

Varapom Vanaphituk, Introduction to Computer Crime, 1-7 (February

2008). (unpublished manuscript).
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thing. It destroys them and makes them unrecognizable. The term "alteration" means
modification of existing data.
For example, sending virus to damage computer data or
program, sending Trojan horse to theft of password of another person in order to damage,
delete or alter a computer data. However, the offence under this Section shall be "an
illegal acts", Therefore, an authorized person may not be found guilty under this Act.
Also, the offence according to this section is the proceeding that the phisher use to
commit the phishing offence.
(2)

In case the offences under Section 9 or Section 10, Section 12

was divided into to part as follow:
Subsection 1, result in damage to the general
public, whether the damage takes place immediately or afterwards or simultaneously.
Under Section 12(1), in order to consider "the result in
damage to the general public'', the Court shall consider the scope of damage. If the
damage causes widely harm to the public, the offender shall be liable for a high
penalties under this Section. Also, the damage must take place immediately or
afterwards or simultaneously. This means the result of the damage must certainly
happen, whether at this moment or in a future.
Subsection 2, are committed in a manner that is likely to
cause damage to computer data or computer system relating to national security,
public safety, economic stability or public utilities, or committed against computer
data or a computer system that is available for the benefit of the public.
This provision aims to impose high penalties for offences of
Section 9 or Section 10. Therefore, the offender shall be punishing under this Section
if he commit an offence under Section 9 or Section 10 before.
In summary, Section 5 - 13 are specified to penalize the
offender who commits the crime and uses computer as a target of crime. The offence
according to these sections is the actions that cause of phishing offence.
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b. Computer - Related Offences: Computer as a Tool to Commit a
Further Crime
For the offences which the computer is a tool to commit a further
crime, the offender commits an offence by using a computer to commit crime. This
matter is provided in Section 14 to Section 17. There is 1 Section which related to
the phishing offence.
Section 14 is divided into 5 Subsections
Subsection (1) was specified to penalize a person who input
wholly or partly fake or false computer data which likely to cause damage to other
person or public.
Even though, the offence according to Section 14 still has
not caused the damage, the offender shall be liable for the renalty of this offence.
In s mmary, Section 14 - 17 are specified to penalize the offender who
commits the crime by using computer as a tool to commit a further crime.

c. Computer - Related Crime Related to Phishing
Phishing is an offence which the offender sending an e-mail to a user
falsely claiming to be an established legitimate enterprise in an attempt to scam the
user into surrendering private information. According to the Act, there are 3 Sections
which can be applied to penalize the phisher as follows:
(1)

Section 9 can be applied to penalize the phisher because the

phisher shall edit an original ~ebsite to be a fake website in order to commit the
phishing offence.
(2)

Section 12 can be applied to penalize the phisher who commits

the phishing offence and the result of such offence harm to others, regardless the
damage shall take place immediately or afterwards or simultaneously.
(3)

Section 14 (1) can be applied to penalize the phisher who

commits the phishing offence because the phisher shall input wholly or partly of fake
or false computer data which likely to cause damage to others or public.
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2. Penal Code

Although, there is a Computer - Related Crime Act B.E. 2550 to punish the
offender of the phishing offence, the Penal Code also can be applied for the phishing
offence. In case the offender wrongfully obtains information of credit card40 , the
Penal Code Section 269/2 41 , Section 269/5 42 , Section 269/6 43 shall be applied to
punish the offender for the offence relating the electronic card.
For example, the offender created a fake bank's website to lure victims.
The offender then sent al). e-mail, including a link to the falsified website, to the
victims. The falsified website requested the victims to input the details of a credit
card. After that, the detail of a credit card was used by the offender to buy a
computer notebook and aeoessories from an e-shopping website, the payment also
made from that credit card.
40

the Penal Code, Section 1, Sub Section (14) stated tha "Electronics card

means (A) Any documents or any other materials, in any description, that issuer
having issued to the person entitled to use, whether the name specified or not, the
data or cipher noted by applying the ways of electron, electricity, electromagnet
wave or any other similar ways and applying the ways of light or magnet to be sense
appeared by any of letters, figures, ciphers, identify number or symbols either able to
be seen or not to be seen by the naked eyes."
41

Penal Code, Section 269/2, whoever makes the instruments or materials for

counterfeit or alteration anything specified in Section 269/1 or has such instrument or
material, as aforesaid, for using or acquiring the data in counterfeiting or alterating,
such person shall be punished imprisonment from one year to five years and fined
from twenty thousand Baht to hundred thousand Baht.
42

Penal Code, Section 269/5, whoever uses the electronic card of other

person wrongfully in a manner likely to cause detriment of other person or people,
such person shall be punished imprisonment not more than five years or fined not
more than hundred thousand Baht, or both.
43

Penal Code, Section 269/6, whoever has to use the electronic card of other

person wrongfully in accordance with Section 269/5 in a manner likely to cause
detriment to other person or people, such person shall be punished imprisonment not
more than three years or fined not more than sixty thousand Baht, or both.
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According to Section 269/2, it stated that " ... whoever makes the
instruments or materials for counterfeit or alteration anything specified in Section
269/1 44 or has such instrument or material, as aforesaid, for using or acquiring the
data in counterfeiting or alterating ... ". As the example above, the offender shall be
liable for an offence provided in this section because the offender made the
instruments or materials for counterfeit or alteration for using or acquiring the data in
counterfeiting or alterating.
According to Section 269/5, it stated that " ... whoever uses the electronic
card of other person wrongfully in a manner likely to cause detriment of other person
or people ... ". As the example above, the offender shall be liable for an offence
provided in this section because the offender used the electronic card of other person
wrongfully in a manner likely to cause detriment of other person or people.
According to Section 269/6, it stated that " ... whoever has to use the
electronic card of other person wrongfully in accordance with Section 269/5 in a
manner likely to cause detriment to other person or people ... ". As the example
above, the offender shall be also liable for an offence provided ·n this section
because the offender used the electronic card of other person wrongfully in a manner
likely to cause detriment to other person or people.
In summary, according to the example, the offender will be punished by
Computer - Related Crime Act B.E.2550, Section 9, Section 10, Section 12(1) and
Section 14 ( 1), including Section 269/2 Section 269/5 and Section 269/6 of Penal
Code. In this regard, if the case is not the offence which is related to the credit card,
only the Computer - Related Crime Act will be applied to punish the offender.

44

Penal Code, Section 269/1, whoever, forges the electronic card in whole or

in part, adds or cuts statement or amends by any means whatever in the genuine
electronic card in manner likely to cause injury to other person or people. If that card
is made in order to anyone believing that it is the genuine electronic card or for the
benefit in any respect, such person commits the electronic card forgery and shall be
punished imprisonment from one year to five years and fined from twenty thousand
Baht to hundred thousand Baht.
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Chapter 3
Phishing Offence in the United States
The previous Chapter mentioned on the phishing related to Thai ' s laws. This
chapter shall focus on international law, it provides about the United State law which
will be applied with the phishing offence. In the United State, there are 2 levels of laws
which are federal law and state law. For the Phishing Act, in present, although it still be
a bill for federal law but some states are already applied the Anti - Phishing Act to be a
state law. So, this chapter will describe about the legal enforcement in the United State
by categorizing into 2 topics, the State with the Anti - Phishing Act and the State
without the Anti - Phishing Act.

A.

Law Enforcement in the United States
Mohamed Chawski explain about the law enforcement in the United States in

http://www.crime-research.org as "Many federal laws are applicable to online phishing,
some of which may be used for the prosecution of identity theft offences, and some of
~hich were adopted specially to combat online phishing.

When there is a phishing case, the main identity theft statute, 18 U .S.C. §
1028(a)(7), will be applied. It was enacted on October 30, 1998, as part of the Identity
Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act. It-provides that it is unlawful for anyone who: "
Knowingly transfers or uses, without lawful authority, a means of identification of
another person with the intent to commit, or to aid or abet, any unlawful activity that
constitutes a violation of Federal law, or that constitutes a felony under any applicable
State or local law ... ".
This act was needed because 18 U.S.C. § 1028 previously addressed only the
fraudulent creation, use, or transfer of identification documents, and not the theft or
criminal use of the underlying personal information.
The Section § 1028(a)(7) added penalizes fraud in connection with the unlawful
theft and misuse of personal identifying information, regardless of whether the
information appears or is used in documents.
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The Identity Theft Act amended the penalty provisions of § 1028(b) by extending
its coverage to offences under the new § 1028(a)(7) and applying more stringent
penalties for identity thefts involving property of value.
Furthermore, the Identity Theft Act added §1028(f) which provides that attempts
or conspiracies to violate § 1028 are subject to the same penalties as those prescribed for
substantive offences under§ 1028.
Finally, the Identity Theft Act is intended to cover a variety of individual
identification information that may be developed in the future and utilized to commit
identity theft crimes. The Identity Theft Act also directed the United States Sentencing
Commission to review and amend the Sentencing Guidelines to provide appropriate
penalties for each offence under Section § 1028." 45
Other federal crimes that could be committed through involvement in a phishing
scheme are as foll ow:46
a. Wire Fraud (1 8 U.S.C. § 1343)
b. Bank Fraud (1 8 U.S .C. § 1344)
c. Computer Fraud (18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(4))
d. Money Laundering (18 U.S.C. §§ 1956, 1957)
e. Making False Statements in any Matter within the Jurisdiction of the
Government (1 8 U.S.C. § 1001)
f.

Unfair or Deceptive Trade Practices (15 U.S.C. § 45)

g. False Advertising (15 U.S.C. § 52)
h. Fraudulent Access to Financial Information (1 5 U.S.C. § 6821)
"For example, the wire fraud act, 18 U.S .C. § 1343, prohibits "Whoever, having
devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money
or property by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises,
transmits or causes to be transmitted by means of wire, radio, or television
45

Mohamed Chawki, Phishing Techniques, available at http://www.crime-

research.org/ articles/phishing-in-cyberspace-issues-and-solutions/2. (last visited September
4, 2008).
46

United State Department of Justice, Unlawful, Online Conduct and Applicable

Federal Laws, available at http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/ccmanual/appxa.htrnl,
(last visited August 27, 2008).
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communication in interstate or foreign commerce, any writings, signs, signals, pictures,
or sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice". The offender shall be
fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. If the violation
affects a financial institution, such person shall be fined not more than $1,000,000 or
imprisoned not more than 30 years, or both.
When the criminal uses computer virus or worms to commit his crime, this may
violate other provisions of the computer fraud and abuse statute relating to damage to
computer systems and files (18 U.S.C. § 1028 (a)(5)).
On March 1, 2005, Democratic Senator Patrick Leahy introduced the Anti Phishing Act of 2005. According to this bill, criminals who create fake web sites and
spam bogus emails in order to defraud consumers could receive a fine up to $ 250, 000
and receive jail terms of up to five years."47
In summary, there are many laws in the United State that can easily be applicable
for phishing offence. Moreover, there is a Bill of Anti - Phishing Act to heavily punish
the offender. However, phishing crimes may violate several State statutes. For example,
California's anti- phishing law makes it illegal for any person, through the Internet or
other electronic means, to solicit, request, or take any action to induce another person to
provide identifying information by representing itself to be a business without the
approval or authority of the business. Moreover, some states have an Ari.ti - Phishing Act.

B.

State Laws Against the Phishing Offence
As a federal system, each state may not apply the same law. However, most states

have an Anti - Phishing Act or other provisions to protect their residents and punish the
phishers.

The States which have the Anti - Phishing Act

1.

"In Florida, there is an Anti - Phishing Act which proposed to prohibits
inducing, requesting, or soliciting identifying information with intent to engage in
47

Mohamed Chawki, Phishing Techniques, available at http://www.crirne-

research.org/articles/phishing-in-cyberspace-issues-and-solutions/2, (last visited August
27, 2008).
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conduct involving the fraudulent use or ·possession of another person's identifying
information; authorizes civil actions for violations; provides for non-application to
certain entities' good faith handling of identifying information.
Moreover, the act prohibits the "fraudulent use of a web page or Internet
domain name to obtain personal identifying information from a resident of Florida;
prohibits the fraudulent use of electronic mail to obtain personal identifying information
from a resident of Florida; provides a civil action for injunction and damages".
On April 18, 2006 Louisiana passed a new Anti - Phishing Act which
prohibits the "use of the Internet to obtain identifying information of another person for
a fraudulent purpose and provides for civil relief'.
New Jersey's Anti - Phishing Act "makes it an unlawful practice for any
person, through the use of the Internet, to take any action to induce another person to
provide personal information by representing oneself, either directly or by implication,
to be a business without the authority or approval of that business".
On May 17, 2006 New York State Senate gave the final legislative approval
to the "Anti - Phishing Act of 2006". The act prohibits "the misuse of the internet to
obtain identifying information by misrepresenting oneself as an online business;
authorizes the Attorney General, internet service providers, and those owning a web
page or trademark, who are adversely affected by such conduct to bring an action for
injunctive relief and damages".
On April 17, 2006 the Governor of Oklahoma signed a new Anti - Phishing
Act. It prohibits persons from creating and using web pages with certain fraudulent
intent; allows certain persons to bring ciYil actions for violations of the act; provides
damages; makes unlawful acts under act violations of the Oklahoma Consumer
Protection Act; and exempts certain actions by telecommunications providers or
Internet service providers from the act.
The Governor of Tennessee signed on May 1, 2006 the "Anti - Phishing Act
of 2006". It penalizes persons who, without authorization or permission of subject of
identifying information, obtain, record, access or distribute identifying information of
another person through use of Internet, e-mail or wireless communication; establishes
that any violation shall be construed to be an unfair or deceptive act or practice affecting
tade or commerce; and provides for civil relief.
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In the State of Connecticut prohibits "using the Internet or an e-mail
message to solicit or induce another to provide identifying information by pretending to
be an on-line Internet business and provides civil and criminal penalties". It is a general
prohibition of using internet or e-mail but it can be applied for phishing offence. 48
In summary, United States mostly applied Anti- Phishing Act to control and
protect their residents from the phishing attack because it causes a lot of damages. If the
government fails to control, it may be the cause of economic crisis.

2.

The States which does not have the Anti-Phishing Act
"If it is a phishing case in the Srtate without the Anti - Phishing Act, the

court will use a federal law to penalize the offender. The laws which can be applied are
as follows :

a. T he Identity Theft
The Identity Theft 18 U.S.C. Section 1028(a)(7) will penalize a person
who knowingly using or transferring other's identification with intent to commit/aid or
abet any unlawful activity that constitutes a federal violation or state or local felony.
According to this Section, a

p~rson

who commits the offence in this

Section will be penalized as follows:

(1)

Imprisonment (Maximum)

NCrT

Fraud-Related Violation - 15 years imprisonment, if, as result
of offense, any individual committing the offense obtains anything of value aggregating
$1 ,000 or more during any 1-year period.
Basic Violation - 3 years imprisonment.
(2)

For a fine penalty, the maximum rate is $250,000 for individuals.

(3)

Forfeiture of any personal property used or intended to be used to

commit offense.

48

Mohamed Chawki, Phishing Techniques, available at http://www.crime-

research.org/articles/phishing-in-cyberspace-issues-and-solutions/2. (last visited August
27, 2008).
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b. Wire Fraud
The Wire Fraud 18 U.S.C. Section 1343 will penalize a person who
artifice to defraud or for obtaining money or property by means of false or fraudulent
pretenses, representations, or promises.
According to this Section, a person who commits the offence in this
Section will be penalized as follow:
(1)

Imprisonment (Maximum)
30 years imprisonment, if violation affects a financial institution for

example, bank or savings and loan.
20 years imprisonment in other cases.
(2)

Fine pen alty, maximum $250,000 for individuals.

(3)

Forfeiture

c. Mail Fraud
The Mail Fraud 18 U.S.C . Section 1341 will penalize a person who
artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of fals e or fraudulent
pretenses, representations, or promises. Placing in authorized depository for mail matter
any matter or thing to be sent or delivered by U.S. Postal Service (or depositing
anything to be sent or delivered by private or commercial interstate carrier), or receiving
matter or thing from U.S. Postal Service or private or commercial interstate carrier for
purpose of executing such scheme or artifice. Causing innocent intermediary or victim
to use mail can constitute mail fraud.
According to this Section, a person who commits the offence in this
Section will be penalized as follow:
(1) Imprisonment (Maximum)
30 years if violation affects financial institution.
20 years in other cases
(2) Fine penalty, maximum $250,000 for individuals.
(3) Forfeiture

d. Access Device Fraud
Section 1029 of Access Device Fraud will be applied as follow:
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For Section 1029 (a) (2) the offender will be punished when he
knowingly and with intent to defraud traffics in or uses one or more unauthorized access
devices obtains anything of value aggregating $1,000 or more during that period, for
example, access devices obtained with intent to defraud during any 1-year period.
For Section 1029(a) (3) the offender will be punished when he
knowingly and with intent to defraud possesses 15 or more unauthorized access devices.
For Section 1029(a) (5) the offender will be punished when he
knowingly and with intent to defraud effects transactions with 1 or mm;e access devices
issued to another person or persons to receive payment or any other thing of value
during any 1-year period the aggregate value of which is equal to or greater than $1,000.
For Section 1029(a) (10) the offender will be punished when he without
authorization of credit cards system or member or its agent o knowingly and with intent
to defraud causes or arranges for another person to present to member or its agent, for
payment, 1 or more evidences or records of transactions made by an access device.
The penalties of Section 1029 will be:
(1 )

Imprisonment, Maximum imprisonment penalty are:
10 years imprisonment for 1029(a)(2), (3)
15 years imprisonment for 1029(a)(5), (10)

(2)

Fine - Maximum $250,000 for individuals.

(3)

Forfeiture
0

e. Bank Fraud

~
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The Bank Fraud 18 U.S.C. Section 1344 will penalize a person who
knowingly executing, or attempting to execute to defraud financial institution, or to
obtain money, funds, etc. under financial institution's custody by means of false or
fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises.
According to this Section, a person who commits the offence in this
Section will be penalizing as follow:
(1)

Imprisonment, maximum 30 years.

(2)

Fine penalty, maximum $250,000 for individuals.

(3)

Forfeiture
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f.

Computer Fraud and Abuse

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Section 1030(a) (2) (c) will penalize a
person who commits an offence that intentionally accessing computer without authorization
obtaining information from any protected computer if conduct involved interstate or
foreign communication.
According to this Section, a person who commits the offence in this
Section will be penalizing as follow:
(1) Imprisonment divided as follow:
Felony, 5 years if offense or attempt to commit offense committed for
private financial gain, in furtherance of any ciriminal or tortuous act in violation of U.S.
Constitution or U.S. federal or state law.
Basic offense - 1 year for first offense or attempt.
(2) Fine penalty.
Moreover, there is Section 1030(a) (4) which penalizes a person who
knowingly and with intent to defraud accesses a protected computer without
authorization, or exceeds authorized access. By means of such conduct furthers the
intended fraud and obtains anything of value. Unless object of fraud and thing obtained
consists only of use of computer and value of such use is not more than $5,000 in any 1year period.
Fo the penalties according to this Section, a person who commits the
offence in this Section will be penalizing as follow:
( 1)

Imprisonment (Maximum)
5 years for first offense or attempt.
10 years for subsequent.

(2)

Fine penalty.

(3)

Forfeiture.

g. Can-Spam

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Section 1030(a) (2) (c) will penalize a
person whoever knowingly affecting interstate or foreign commerce by accessing
protected computer without authorization, and intentionally initiates transmission of
multiple commercial e-mail messages from or through such computer. Or uses protected
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computer to relay or retransmit multiple commercial e-mail messages, with intent to
deceive or mislead recipients, or any Internet access service, as to the origin of such
messages. Or materially falsifies header information in multiple commercial e-mail
messages and intentionally initiates transmission of such messages. Or registers, using
information that materially falsifies identity of actual registrant, for 5 or more e-mail
accounts or online user accounts or two or more domain names, and intentionally
initiates transmission of multiple commercial e-mail messages from any combination of
such accounts or domain names. Or falsely represents oneself to be registrant or
legitimate successor in interest to registrant of 5 or more Internet Protocol addresses,
and intentionally initiates the transmission of multiple commercial electronic mail
messages from such addresses.
The penalties according to this Section are:
( 1)

Imprisonment
5 years if
the offense is committed in furtherance of a11y felony under the

laws of the United States or of any State; or
Defendant has previously been convicted under section 1037 or
section 1030, or under the law of any State for conduct involving transmission of
multiple commercial e-mail mail messages or unauthorized access to a computer system;
Less in other circumstances for various section 103 7 offenses.
(2)

Fine penalty

(3)

Forfeiture

3. Penalty Enhancement
For the States without the Anti - Phishing Act, it can add more penalty for the
offender by Identity Theft Penalty Enhancement Act - 18 U.S.C. 1028A, to aggravate
Identity Theft penalty.
a. If individual knowingly transfers, possesses, or uses, without lawful
authority, a means of identification of another person during and in relation to any
felony enumerated in section 1028A(c), two years imprisonment in addition to
punishment provided for that underlying felony, felonies include 18 U.S.C. 1028, 1029,
1030, 1037, 1341, 1343, 1344.
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b. If individual does so during and in relation to terrorism-related felony, five
years imprisonment in addition to punishment provided for that underlying felony.
c. In either case, no probation for person convicted of section 1028A
violation, and in general no concurrent sentencing for section 1028A violation and other
violations.
Moreover, in July 15, 2004 18 U.S.C. 1028(a) (7) was amended to covers:
a. Knowing possession, without lawful authority, of another's means of
identification, with requisite intent to commit an unlawful activity that constitutes
federal offense or state or local felony .
b. Knowing and unauthorized possession, transfer, or use of another' s
means of identification in connection with an unlawful activity that constitutes federal
offense or state or local felony.
c. For the penalty, it was amended to increases maximum term of
imprisonment for basic felony under section 1028(a) (7) from 3 to 5 years. Moreover,
sets 25 years imprisonment as maximum for identity theft relating to domestic or
.
. l
.
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4.

Phishing Cas es

IE:l.

a. United States v. Forcellina (D. Conn., sentenced

pr. 30 and June 18,

2004)

Husband, 23 years old, a young husband and wife team worked together
to access chat rooms, use a device to capture the screen names of chat room
participants, and send e-mails that directed recipients to disclose their correct billing
information, including current credit-card numbers. The principals in the scheme then
used the credit card numbers and other personal data to arrange for wire transfers of
funds via Western Union, but had others pick up the funds from Western Union.
Husband and wife pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit access device fraud. Husband
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United State Department of Justice, Unlawful Online Conduct and Applicable

Federal Laws, available at http://www.usdoj.gov/criminaJ/cybercrime/ccmanual/appxa.html.
(last visited August 27, 2008).
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sentenced, with criminal penalty, to 18 months imprisonment; wife sentenced to 6
months home confinement.
According to this case, husband sends falsified e-mail to ask for credit
card numbers. Husband and wife pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit access device
fraud and they were sentenced to imprisonment and home confinement.

b. United States v. Carr (E.D. Va. 2003)
Helen Carr, 55, of Akron, Ohio, and George Patterson, co-conspirator,
sent fake e-mail messages to AOL customers in United States and several foreign
countries. Customers advised that they must update their credit card/personal
information on file with AOL to maintain their accounts. Helen pleaded guilty October
2003 to conspiracy t0 possess unauthorized access devices. She was sentenced in
January 2004 to 46 months imprisonment. George Patterson, a co-conspirator,
previously pleaded guilty to the same charge and was sentenced, with criminal penalty,
to 37 months imprisonment in July 2003.
In this case, defendants committed a phishing offence by sent fake e-mail
to AOL customer asking for update their personal information including credit card
number. The punishment is imprisonment.

c. United States v. Gebrezihir (S.D.N.Y. 2003)
Isaac Gebrezihir allegedly involved with scheme to send phony letters on
bank letterhead, along with alterea or counterfeit IRS forms, to victims, generally
foreign nationals living abroad with bank accounts in the United States. Some of altered
or counterfeit forms appear similar to actual IRS forms that are sent to non-resident
aliens who maintain accounts at U.S . banks. Fraudulent IRS forms all require personal
information concerning victim and victim's bank account. Fraudulent bank letter
iastructs victim to fill out fraudulent IRS form and then fax completed form, ostensibly
to the IRS or to the bank. Fax numbers provided to the victims are Internet-based fax
numbers that convert all incoming faxes to e-mail attachments and then forward
attachments to free e-mail accounts. Wire transfer instructions then sent to banks and, in
many instances, large amounts of money are transferred from victims' accounts, usually
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to overseas accounts. Overall investigation has identified more than $700,000 in losses.
He was indicted on Nov. 2003.
This case shows the example of the new method of phishing, defendant
also sent fake e-mail of bank with a letterhead to aliens, who maintain accounts at U.S.
banks, ask for the victim to send personal information and bank account by fax, but fax
numbers provided to the victims are Internet-based fax numbers that convert all
incoming faxes to free e-mail accounts.

d. Case of Romanian General Directorate for Combating Organized
Crime.
It is the case of Romanian General Directorate for Combating Organized

Crime, in cooperation with Secret Service, arrested a subject in Alba Julia, Romania.
Individual forwarded spoofed e-mails resembling actual auction webpage to the
attention of unsuccessful bidders in an online auction. On spoofed page, the subject
advised victims of availability of similar item for a better price; upon visiting the "sale"
page, victims were asked for personal information including their name, bank account
numbers and passwords. Victims then advised that they "won" the spoofed auction and
agreed to send money to the subject through a spoofed escrow site created by the
subject. Scheme resulted in nearly $500,000 in on-line losses.
This is a case of organized crime that set up an auction webpage to invite
unsuccessful bidders to buy a similar item for a better price. In such webpage, it will ask
for personal information including their name, bank account numbers and passwords.

e. United States v. Kalin (D.N.J., Nov. 2003)

Shawn Kalin of Las Vegas, Nevada, allegedly registered four websites
with domain names deceptively similar to website operated by DealerTrack, Inc.
DealerTrack provides services via the Internet to auto dealerships located throughout
the United States, including dealers' ordering credit reports on prospective automobile
buyers. Because Kalin' s websites designed to be almost identical to main page of the
www.dealertrack.com, Kalin allegedly got a number of dealership employees
mistakenly to enter usernames and passwords at his sites. Kalin could then get
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unauthorized access to DealerTrack for personal data. Kalin charged m criminal
complaint Nov. 2003 .
For such case, defendant created falsified websites and collected
usemames and passwords of employees, so he could obtain unauthorized access to
Dealer Track for personal data.

C.

Comparison between Computer - Related Crime Act of
Thailand and Anti - Phishing Act of the United State
Currently, the Computer - Related Crime Act of Thailand dose not have any

specific provision related to phishing offence, which the offender will take personal
information of the internet users.
However, such offence shall be applied with Section 11, which penalizes the
offender who sends spamming e-mail, and Section 14(5), which penalize the offender
who inputs fake information.
In the United State, the Anti - Phishing Act of most States will penalize even the
offenders just unlawful asks for personal information. Moreover, in some States, the
laws will penalize even the offenders just pretend to be a business without authority or
approval of that business.
In comparison, when there is a phishing case in Thailand, it is quite complicated
for a judge to adopt the law to apply with the phishing case. In the other hand, in the
United States, just a few Acts will be applied for the phishing case, therefore, it is quite
easy for judge to adopt the related laws to penalize the offender.

Chapter 4
Analysis of the Research Problems
In present, the phishing offence spreads out heavily and Thailand does not
have a specific legal measure to deal with this matter. Although, Thailand has the
Computer-Related Crime Act B.E. 2550 to enforce and punish a person who commit
the phishing offence, there are many problems and obstacles to use this law. Without
the specific law, it is difficult to prevent the problem and reduce the crime.

A.

Problems of Phishing on Computer - Related Crime Act B.E. 2550
Although there are some Sections which can be applied to penalize the offender

who commit a phishing offence, it is hard to interpret that which actions of the
offender shall be considered as a phishing offence. The problems under this Act can
be divided into 2 points, namely, interpretation and sanction.

1.

Problems on the Interpretation

-
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In Thailand, there are some legal provisions to punish the offender who
committed the phishing offence, it is the Computer - Related Crime Act B.E. 2550
but it does not provide clearly about the the phishing offence.
According to Section 9 of the Act, it provides the punishment to the
offender who causes damage, impairment, deletion, alteration or addition either in
whole or part of computer data of another person. Thus, the act of the offender who
commits the phishing offence can be deemed as an offence in this Section because
the act of the phisher is to alter the computer data of another person to artifice
internet users.
Section 12(1) of the Act provides the additional punishment to the
offender in case the act of the offender under Section 9 and Section 10 causes
damage to people.
Section 14(1) of the Act provides the punishment to a person who input
wholly or partly fake or false computer data which likely to cause damage to other
person or public. This Section can be applied to penalize a person who commit the
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phishing offence because the act of phishing is to input wholly or partly input a fake
computer data which likely to cause damage to other person, so, the act of the
offender shall be deemed as an offence of this Section.
According to aforesaid Sections, the law broadly provides the action of
the offender; therefore, it is hard to interpret the law with the act of the offender
while the Anti - Phishing Act of Oklahoma, the United States, provides the
definition of the word "Phishing" in the Act. Therefore, Thailand should adapt Anti Phishing Act of Oklahoma as a model law for eliminating the interpretation's problem.

2. Problems on the Impropriety between the Punishments and the Damage

According to the statistic from National Consumer League (NCL) of the
United States of America, the internet fraud causes damage seriously to economic
system, approximately 1.2 million computer users in the United States suffered
losses caused by phishing. Phishing is an offence by Section 9 Section 12(1) and
Section 14(1) of the Computer - Related Crime Act B.E. 2550. The law provides the
punishment to the offender as follow:
a. Section 9 stated the punishment for the offender as follow:
A person who commit the crime of this Section shall be liable for
not over five years imprisonment or
To fine not over one hundred thousand Baht or both.
b. Section 12(1) stated more punishment in case the offence according to
Section 9 and Section 10 causes damage to other person as follow:
not exceeding 10 years imprisonment or
To fine not exceeding two hundred thousand Baht.
c. Section 14(1) stated the punishment for the offender as follow:
A person who commits the crime of this Section shall be liable for
not exceeding five years imprisonment or
To fine not exceeding one hundred thousand Baht or both.
However, in case the offence relate to credit card, the offender shall
be liable in accordance with Section 269/2 Section 269/5 and Section 269/6. Each
Section provides the punishment as follow:
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a. Section 269/2 stated that the punishment of the offender is an
imprisonment from one year to five years and a fine from twenty thousand Baht to
hundred thousand Baht.
b. Section 269/5 stated that the offender under this section shall be
liable to an imprisonment not more than five years or a fine not more than hundred
thousand Baht, or both.
c. Section 269/6 stated that the offender under this section shall be
liable to an imprisonment not more than three years or a fine not more than sixty
thousand Baht, or both.
It can be seen that the phisher shall violate several provisions.

Section 90 of the Penal CodeSO of Thailand will be applied to punish the offender,
so, the offender shall be sentenced not exceeding ten years imprisonment and/or a
fine not more than two hundred thousand Baht.
In comparison between the damage and the punishment, it can be
seen that, in Thailand, either imprisonment or fine is improper to the damage, while
the penalties provided in Oklahoma for the phisher are intensity.
According to the criminology, phishing offence 1s an economic
crime which wrong or evil in itself and damage to public, mala in se, therefore the
punishment should be heavy enough for public peace and for preservative of
economic stability of nation. According to the comment of "Professor H.L.A. Hart,
he provided the Retribution Theory for the criminal punishment, which should be
consisted with 5 principles;
a. The punishment bas to occurring pain or any other unpleasant.
b. The punishment has to specify to retributive the offence.
c. The punishment has to specify for an offender or any other
person who is mysterious to be an offender.
d. The punishment has to be the method that used by any other
person except an offender.
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The Penal Code, Section 90 stated that "When any act is one and the same

act violating several provisions of the law having the severest punishment shall be
applied to inflict the punishment upon the offender."
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e. A person who specifies the punishment for retributive the
criminal offence has to be an officer who is the law said so."
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In summary, the criminal punishment, which will be applied for
phishing case, should specify for retributive that offence. For example, the damages
from the phishing offence, as in a foresaid case (United States v. Gebrezihir
S.D.N.Y.2003), are around 700,000 U.S. Dollar while the highest fine punishment
allowed by the Act is not more than two hundred thousand Baht, as in Section 12(1).
For the imprisonment punishment, the maximum amount of imprisonment for this
case shall not exceed ten years.
According to the example, the pro ortion of the damage and the
punishment is improper. It causes the offender unafraid of the law; the sufferer feels
the unfairness and the punishment is conflict with the Retribution Theory which
focusing on the deterrence. Moreover, the amount of money that the offender
wrongfully acquired can be used to harm others again and again. So, it is hardly to
subjugate the phishing offence.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Recommendations
A.

Conclusion
In present, Information Technology is developing rapidly and it becomes the

important part of the world. Information Technology not only has a positive side but
also the negative side so, it may harm the society if a person who expert in
technology use such knowledge and technology and in a negative way.
Because the development of technology, there is a new communication system
which easily connects people around the world, called "Internet". Nowadays, it can
be said that the internet created the online society where more than million people
are connected everyday. Therefore, it is inescapable to confront crime.
The computer crime which works through internet is different from an ordinary
crime because the offender can commit a crime at any place in the world without
showing its true identity. The sufferer may not know face of the offender or even
identify the source. This ldnd of offence can be occurred in just a few minutes but
can reach large'Ilumbers of internet users at the same time.
There are many kinds of computer crime; phishing is one of the computer
crime which harms to the public. It can be worked out by individual or organization
crime that causes large damages. Mostly, the offender will be a person who expert on
computer technology. As the phishing occurs on the internet, thus, it is easy to cause
damages worldwide; in US, phishing causes large damages and Thailand also
affected from the phishing.
According to Thai' s laws related to the suppression of phishing, we do not have
specific provisions to cope with phishing, so when the offence occurred the offender
will normally be punished by the Computer - Related Crime Act B.E.2550.
However, there are 3 Sections to penalize the offender but the fine penalty is not high
enough to stop or threaten the phisher because they may wrongfully obtain large
amount of money from the offence. According to the study of criminology, the
phishing is an offence which is wrong or evil in itself and harms to public, therefore,
the punishment should heavy enough to stop the phisher.
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In summary, the problems for applying the Computer - Related Crime Act B.E.
2550 with the phishing case are as follow:
I. Problems on the interpretation.
2. Problems on the impropriety between the punishments and the damage.

B.

Recommendations
There are many problems on applying the -Computer - Related Crime Act B.E.

2550 with phishing offence, so the specific provision related to phishing offence
should be enacted. However, to eliminate the phishing we should consider about the
precaution. For the effective subjugation, I recommend as follows:

1. Measurement to Subjugate Phishing

An important measure to subjugate phishing is the effective legal measure.
Many countries enacted the laws to subjugate Computer Crime for example, the
United State, Japan, Australia and Canada. In Thailand, there is a Computer Related Crime Act B.E. 2550 which applies to the phishing case. But, I personally
think that the Act is not suitable to the circumstances of the phishing offence today,
so I would like to recommend as follow:
NCIT

a. The amendment of the Computer - Related Crime Act B.E. 2550
According to the problems on the interpretation, without the specific
provision regarding phishing, it is difficult for the Court to consider the cases. The
easiest way to eliminate the problems on interpretation is the amendment of the
Computer - Related Crime Act B.E. 2550. I recommend that we should amend the
Act in order to cover the phishing offence as the Anti - Phishing Act of the United
States.
Moreover, the phishing offence and its definition should be specified
clearly in Section 14(6) of the Act as '"'Phishing" is a method of online identity theft
that takes the form of fraudulent e-mails or fake websites in order to deceive the
recipient into giving personal or financial account information".
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Additionally, the minimum and maximum punishment for the phishing
offence should increase. So, the punishment provides in Section 14(6) should be
heavy enough in order to stop or threaten the phisher.

b. The Sanction
Normally, if it is a phishing case Section 9 Section 12(1) and Section
14(1) shall be applied to punish the offender. The highest penalty for the offender is
ten years imprisonment and/qr a fine two hundred thousand. Comparing with the
damage occurred from the phishing, it is absolutely different.
According to the criminology, in order to threaten the offender I
recommend that the maximum imprisonment penalty should be increased to 20
years. The fine punishment should also be increased because the damage occurred by
phishing can be expanded continuously and the offender can obtain large amount of
money from the phishing, therefore, the proper fine punishment such as a duplicate
of the damages of the victim should be applied.
Moreover, one half of the fine should be paid to the sufferer as the
provision in the Copyright Act B.E. 253 7 Section 76 which provides that "One half
of the fine paid in accordance with the judgment shall be paid to the owner of
copyright or performer's rights provided that the right of the owner of copyright or
performer's rights to bring a civil action for damages for the amount which exceeds
the fine that the owner of copyright or performer's rights has received shall not be
prejudiced".

2. The Measurement for Prevention Phishing
Phishing is an offence which can be easily expanded around the world and
it is hard to control. Although there are many countries try to enact the law to prevent
phishing, it cannot effectively subjugate phishing. In my opinion, to eliminate this
crime, there should have some legal measures to protect the beginning of phishing.
In the United State, there are websites to distribute the knowledge about phishing.
In my opinion, the awareness is an important measure to prevent phishing,
so the related organization should create a website which providing the knowledge of
phishing scams and how to avoid it to the internet users. This should be another
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effective measure to prevent phishing. In present, the Royal Thai Police created the
website, www.police.go.th, to inform the people regarding unlawful websites.
Moreover, the Royal Thai Police should cooperate with relevant authorities such as
National Electronics and Computer Technology Center and the Office of the
Consumer Protection to instruct people to be aware of the phishing. If it is
implemented, the benefit shall fall toward the people and country.
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To prohibit the collection of identifying information of individuals by false,
fraudulent, or deceptive means through the Internet, a practice known
as "phishing'', to provide the Federal Trade Commission the necessary
authority to enforce such prohibition, and for other purposes.

I N THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Ms. S NOWE (for herself, Mr. NELSON of Florida, and Mr. STEVENS) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on

A BILL
To prohibit the collection of identifying information of individuals by false, fraudulent, or deceptive means through
the Int~rnet, a practice known as "phishing", to provide
the Federal Trade Co:mm.issicf11 the necessary authority
to enforce such propibition, and for other purposes.
I

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3
4

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

(a) SHORT TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the

5 "Anti-Phishing Consumer Protection Act of 2008" or the
6 "APCPA".
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(b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-The table of contents for

1

2 this Act is as follows:
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec .
Sec.
Sec.

1. Short title; t able of contents.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Findings.
Phishing; relat ed deceptive practices.
Civil actions by certain aggrieved parties.
Federal trade commission and other agency enforcement.
P enalties for fraud and related activity in connection wi th m anipulati on
of e-mail and website information.
7. Effect on other laws.
8. Separabilit y.
9. Definitions.
10. Effective dat e.

3 SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

4

R

Congress finds the following:

5

(1) Phishing is a method of online identity theft

6

that takes the form of fraudulent e-mails or fake

7

websites in order to deceive the recipient into giving

8

personal or financial account information.

9

(2) Phishing e-mails are becoming more sophis-

10

t icated by having malicious Sp)T\Vare attachments

11

that once opened covertly recor d the keystrokes and

12

passwords of computer users, or install malware

13

software.

14

(3) Approximately 59,000,000 phishing e-mails

15

are sent a day, and as many as 10,000,000 fake

16

messages are opened per day by recipients.

17

( 4) According to Gartner, Inc., between August

18

2006 and August 2007, roughly 3,500,000 United

19

States computer users were victims of phishing

20

scams, and suffered losses totaling $3,200,000,000.

S.L.C.
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(5) The Anti-Phishing Working Group found

2

that in November 2007, there were over 28,000

3

unique phishing reports received, which is an 8 per-

4

cent increase from the year before.

5

(6) The United States is consistently 1 of the

6

top 3 countries that host the most phishing websites.

7

In November 2007, the United States hosted ap-

8

proximately 24 percent of phishing websites.

9

(7) A

orm of phishing known as "Spear

10

Phishing" targets companies and governm ent agen-

11

cies to gain unauthorized access to their computer

12

systems in order to steal financial information, trade

13

secrets, or even top secret military information.

14

(8) Both the Internal Revenue Service and the

15

Federal Trade Commission have alerted taxpayers

16

and consumers about phishing scams in which e-

l7

mails purporting to come from these agencies

18

have-

19
20
21

~ 11 C F l 9 6 9

(A) been sent to fraudulently solicit information from recipients; or
(B) contained spyware attachments.

22

(9) Phishing operators utilize deceptive domain

23

names for their schemes. They routinely register do-

24

main names that mimic the addresses of well-known

25

online merchants, and then set up websites that can
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1

fool consumers into releasing personal and financial

2

information.

3

( 10) Phishing and other forms of identity theft

4

continue to have a detrimental effect on e-commerce

5

by eroding consumers' confidence in online trans-

6

actions. According to a 2007 Javelin Strategy & Re-

7

search study, 80 percent of Internet users are con-

8

cerned about being victin;is of online identity theft .

9

(11) F or small businesses that want to estab-

10

lish an online presence, phishing schemes can per-

11

manently undermine their ability to acquire the crit-

12

ical trust from consumers that is necessary with e-

13

commerce.

14

(12) Deceptive domain names, and the abuses

15

for which they are used, threaten the integrity of do-

16

main name system. Businesses, small and large, rely

17

upon the integrity of the domain name registration

18

to ensure that •their brands aren't misrepresented.

19

The World Intellectual P roperty Organization re-

20

ported in April 2007, that the number of Internet

21

domain name cybersquatting disputes increased 25

22

percent in 2006.

23

(13) A 2006 Zogby Interactive poll found that

24

78 percent of small business owners polled stated

S.L. C.
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that a less reliable Internet would damage their

2

business.

3

(14) The Organization for Economic Co-oper-

4

ation and Development has stated "businesses that

5

provide false contact information can undermine the

6

online experience of a consumer that decides to con-

7

duct a WHOIS search about the business.".

8

(15) WHOIS databases provide a crucial tool

9

for businesses, the Federal Trade Commission, and
tra~k

10

other law enforcement agencies to

11

infringement, online fraud, identity theft, and other

12

online illegal activity, but are often hindered in their

13

pursuit because the person responsible is hiding be-

14

hind the anonymity of false registration information.

dmvn brand

15 SEC. 3. PIDSHING; RELATED DECEPTIVE PRACTICES.

16

(a) PHISHING; DECEPTIVE SOLICITATIONS OF IDEN-

17 TIFYING INFORMATION.18

(1) IN GENERAL.-It is unlawful for any person

19

to solicit identifying information from a protected

20

computer if-

21

(A) the identifying information is solicited

22

by means of false or fraudulent pretenses or

23

misleading representations that the solicitation

24

is being requested by, or made on behalf of, a

S.L.C.
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1

government office, nonprofit organization, busi-

2

ness, or other entity; and

3

(B) such person has actual knowledge, or

4

knowledge fairly implied on the basis of objec-

5

tive

6

would be likely to mislead a computer user, act-

7

ing reasonably under the circumstances, about

8

a material fact regarding the solicitation of the

9

identifying information (consistent with the cri-

10

t eria used in enforcement of section 5 of the

11

Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C.

12

45)).

13

(2) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.-For purposes of

14

paragraph (l)(A), a person that does not have the

15

authority, express or implied, to make statements on

16

behalf of a government office, nonprofit organiza-

17

tion, business, or other entity purported to be r ep-

18

resented shall be considered to be in violation of

19

such paragraph (1)(.kJ for having false or fraudulent

20

pretenses or making misleading representations.

21

circumstances,

that its representations

(3) CYBERSQUATTED DOMAIN NAMES.-lt

IS

22

unlawful for any person to use a domain name that

23

is in violation of section 43 of the Trademark Act

24

of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1125), to solicit identifying in-

0 :\GRA\GRAOSl 57 .xml
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1

formation from a protected computer in violation of

2

paragraph (1).

3

(b) DECEPTIVE OR MISLEADING DOMAIN NAlVIES. -

4

(1) IN GENERAL.-It is unl awful for any person

5

to use a domain name in an electronic mail message,

6

an instant message, or in connection with the dis-

7

play of a webpage or an advertisement on a

8

webpage, if-

9

(A) such domain name is or contains the

10

identical name or brand name of, or is confus-

11

/t.;;;;,

12

Q..

13

~

14
15
16

=

~

ingly similar to the name or brand name of a
government office, nonprofit organization, business, or other entity;
(B) such person has actual knowledge, or

knowledge fairly implied on the basis of objective circumstances, that the domain name would

17

be likely to mislead a computer user, acting rea-

18

sonably under the circumstances, about a mate-

19

rial fact regarding the contents of such elec-

20

tronic mail message, instant message, webpage,

21

or advertisement (consistent with the criteria

22

used in enforcement of section 5 of the F ederal

23

Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 45)).

24

(2) CIRCUMSTANCES FACTORING INTO KNOWL-

25

EDGE DETERMINATION.-In determining whether a

S.L.C.
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1

person meets the requirement established under

2

par agraph (l)(B), the Commission shall consider cir-

3

cumstances such as the-

4

(A) trademark or other intellectual prop-

5

erty rights of a person, if any, in the domain

6

name;

7

(B) extent to which the domain name con-

8

sists of the legal name of the person or a name

9

that is otherwise commonly used to identify
t hat person;

10

11
12
13

14
15

16

/..;;;,

Q..
~

=
C/)

tfl

(C) person's pr10r use, if any, of the domain name in connection with the bona fide offering of any goods or services;
(D) person's bona fide noncommercial use
of the domain name or fair use of a mark m
a website accessible under the domain name;

17

(E) person's intent to divert consumers

18

from the br am.d name or trademaYk owner's on-

19

line location fa a website accessible under the

20

domain name that could harm the goodwill r ep-

21

resented by the brand name or the trademark,

22

either for commercial gain or with the intent to

23

tarnish or disparage the trademark, by cr eating

24

a likelihood of confusion as to the source, spon-
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1

sorship,

2

website;

affiliation, or endorsement of the

3

(F) person's offer to transfer, sell, or oth-

4

e:rwise assign the domain name to the brand

5

name or trademark owner or any third party

6

for financial gain without having used, or hav-

7

ing an intent to use, the domain name in the

8

bona fide offering of any goods or services, or

9

the person's prior conduct indicating a pattern

10
11

of such conduct;
(G) person's-

12

(i) provision of material and mis-

13

leading false contact information when ap-

14

plying for the registration of the domain

15

name;

16

17
18

eRIE(

(ii) intentional failure to maintain accurate contact information; or

-

(iii) prior conduct indicating a pattern

19

of such conduct; and

20

(H) person's registration or acquisition of

21

multiple domain names which the person knows

22

are identical or confusingly similar to brand

23

names or trademarks of others that are distinc-

24

tive at the time of registration of such domain

25

names, or damaging to the brand name or dilu-
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1

tive of famous trademarks of others that are fa-

2

mous at the time of registration of such domain

3

names, without regard to the goods or services

4

of the parties.

5

(c) WHOIS DATABASE INFORMATION ACCURACY.-

6

(1) DOMAIN NAME REGISTRANTS ENGAGED IN

7

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES.-lt

8

registrant of a domain name used in any commercial

9

activity to register such domain name in any

10

WHOI S database or with any other domain name

11

registration authority with false or misleading identi-

12

fying information, including the registrant's name,

13

physical address, telephone number, facsimile

14

ber, or electronic mail address.

15

is unlawful for the

um-

(2) D OMAIN NAME REGISTRARS, REGI STRIES

16

AND OTHER AUTHORITIES.-lt

is unlawful for a do-

17

main name registrar, registry or other domain name

18

authority, directly or indirectly, via proxy or any

19

other method, to replace or materially alter the con-

20

tents of, or to shield, mask, block, or otherwise re-

21

strict access to, any domain name registrant's name,

22

physical address, telephone number, facsimile num-

23

ber, electronic mail address, or other identifying in-

24

formation in any WHOIS database or any other

25

database of a domain name registration authority if

S.L.C.
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1

such r egistrar, registry, or domain name authority

2

has received written notice, including via facsimile or

3

electronic mail at such entity's facsimile number or

4

electronic mail address of record, that the use of

5

such domain name is in violation of any provision of

6

this Act.

7 SEC. 4. CIVIL ACTIONS BY CERTAIN AGGRIEVED PARTIES.

8
9

(a) ACTION
(1)

BY

CIVIL

STATES.ACTIONS.-ln any case in which the

10

attorney general of a State, or an official or agency

11

of a State, has reason to believe that an interest of

12

the residents of that State has been or is threatened

13

or adversely affected by any person who violat es this

14

Act, the attorney general, official, or agency of the

15

State, as parens patriae, may bring a civil action· on

16

behalf of the residents of the State in a district

17

cou t of the United States of appropriat e jurisdic-

18

tion to-

19

20

SI N C E l 9 6 9

(A) enjoin further violation of this Act by
that person;

21

(B) enforce compliance with this Act; or

22

(C) obtain civil penalties or damages on

23

behalf of the residents of the State.

24

(2) NOTICE.-

S.L. C.
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1

(A) IN GENERAL.-Before filing an action

2

under this section, the attorney general of the

3

State involved shall provide to the Federal

4

Trade Commission-

5

(i) a written notice of that action; and

6

(ii) a copy of the complaint for that

7

action.

8

(B) EXCEPTION.-Subparagraph (A) shall

9

not apply with respect to the filing of an action

10

by an attorney general of a State under this

11

section, if the attorney general of a State deter-

12

mines that it is not feasible to provide the no-

13

tice described in subparagraph (A) before the

14

filing of the action.

15

(C) NOTIFICATION WHEN PRACTICABLE. -

16

In an action described under subparagraph (B),

17

the attorney general of a State shall provide the

18

written notice and the copy of tlie complaint to

19

the Feder al Trade Commission as soon after

20

the filing of the complaint as practicable.

21

(3) FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AUTHOR-

22

ITY.-Upon receiving notice under paragraph (2),

23

the Federal Trade Commission shall have the right

24

to-

S.L.C.
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1

(A) move to stay the action, pending the

2

final disposition of a pending Federal pro-

3

ceeding or action as described in paragraph (4) ;

4

(B) intervene in an action brought under

5

paragraph (1) ; and

6

(C) file petitions for appeal.

7

(4) PENDING PROCEEDINGS.-If the F ederal

8

Trade Commission has instituted a proceeding or

9

civil action for a violation of this Act, no attorney

10

general of a State may, during the pendency of such

11

-proceeding or civil action, bring an action under this

12

section against any defendant named in such civil

13

action for any violation that is alleged in that civil

14

action.

15

(5) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.- For purposes of

16

bringing any civil action under paragr aph (1 ), noth-

17

ing in this Act shall be construed to prevent an at-

18

torney general of a State from exercising the powers

19

conferred on the attorney general by the laws of that

20

Stat e to-

21

(A) conduct investigations;

22

(B) administer oaths and affirmations; or

23

(C) compel the attendance of witnesses or

24

the production of documentary and other evi-

25

dence.

S.L.C.
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1

( 6) VENUE; SERVICE OF PROCESS.-

2

(A) VENUE.-Any action brought under

3

this section may be brought in the district court

4

of the United States that meets applicable re-

5

quirements relating to venue under section

6

1391 of title 28, United States Code.

7

(B) SERVICE OF PROCESS.-ln an action

8

brought un,der this subsection process may be

9

serve,_d in any district in which the defendant -

10

(i) is an inhabitant; or

11

(ii) may be found.

12

(b) ACTIONS

BY

~

INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERV-

13 ICE.-An interactive computer service adversely affected
14 by a violation of this Act may bring a civil action in any
15 district court of the United States with jurisdiction over
16 the per son who committed such violation to17
18

(1) enjoin further violation of this Act by that
person;

S 11\1 r i: 1 9 Ao

19

(2) enforce compliance with this Act;

20

(3) recover damages for any monetary loss in-

21

curred by the interactive computer service as result

22

of such violation; or

23

(4) obtain such further and other relief as the

24

court may deem appropriate, including punitive

O:\GRA\GRA08157.xml
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damages if the court determines that the defendant

2

committed the violation willfully and knowingly.

3

(c) ACTIONS

BY

OWNERS OF TRADEMARK.-Any per-

4 son who is the owner of a trademark that is used or other5 wise involved in the commission of a violation of this Act
6 may bring a civil action in any district court of the United
7 States with jurisdiction over the person who committed
8 such violation to9
10

(1) enjoin further violation of this Act by that
person;

11

(2) enforce compliance with this Act;

12

(3) recover damages for any monetary loss in-

13

curred by such owner as result of such violation; or

14

(4) obtain such further and other relief as the

15

court may deem appropriate, including punitive

16

damages if the court determines that the defendant

17

committed the violation willfully and knowingly.

18 SEC. 5. FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND OTHER AGENCY
19

20

ENFORCE MENT.

(a) VIOLATION Is UNFAIR OR DECEPTIVE ACT OR

21 PRACTICE.-Except as provided in subsection (b), this Act

22 shall be enforced by the Commission as if the violation
23 of this Act were an unfair or deceptive act or practice pro24 scribed under section 18(a)(l)(B) of the Federal Trade
25 Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 57a(a)(l)(B)).
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(b)

ENFORCEMENT

BY

CERTAIN

OTHER

AGEN-

2 crns.-Compliance with this Act shall be enforced3
4

(1) under section 8 of the F ederal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C . 1818), in the case of-

5

(A) national banks, F ederal branches, and

6

Federal agencies of foreign banks, by the Office

7

of the Comptroller of the Currency;

8

(B) member banks of the Federal Reserve

9

System (other than national banks), branches

10

and agencies of foreign banks (other han F ed-

11

eral branches, Federal agencies, and insured

12

State branches of foreign banks), commercial

13

lending companies owned or controlled by for-

14

eign banks, organizations operating under sec-

15

tion 25 or 25A of the Federal Reserve Act (12

16

U.S.C. 601 and 611), and bank holding compa-

17

nies, by the Board;

18

(C) banks insured by the .E,1ederal Deposit

19

Insurance Corpor ation (other than members of

20

the F ederal Reserve System) and insured State

21

branches of foreign banks, by the Board of Di-

22

rectors of the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-

23

poration; and

24

(D) savings associations the deposits of

25

which are insured by the F ederal Deposit In-
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surance Corporation, by the Director of the Of-

2

fice of Thrift Supervision;

3

(2) under the Federal Credit Union Act (12

4

U.S.C. 1751 et seq.) by the Board of the National

5

Credit Union Administration with respect to any

6

federally insured credit union;

7

(3) under the Securities Exchange Act of i934

8

(15 U.S.C. 78a et seq.) by; the Securities and Ex-

9

change Commission with respect t o any broker or

10

dealer ;

11

(4) under the Investment Company Act of 1940

12

(15 U.S.C. SOa-1 et seq.) by the Securities and Ex-

13

change Commission with respect to investment com-

14

pames;

15

(5) under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940

16

(1 5 U.S.C. SOb-1 et seq.) by the Securities and Ex-

17

change Commission 'vith respect to investment ad-

18

visers registered UJllder that Act;

19

(6) under State insurauce law rn the case of

20

any person engaged in providing insurance, by the

21

applicable State insurance authority of the State in

22

which the person is domiciled, subject to section 104

23

of the Gramm-Bliley-Leach Act (15 U.S.C. 6701),

24

except that in any State in which the State insur-

25

ance authority elects not to exercise this power, the

S.L.C.
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1

enforcement authority pursuant to this Act shall be

2

exercised by the Commission in accordance with sub-

3

section (a);

4

(7) under part A of subtitle VII of title 49,

5

United States Code, by the Secretary of Transpor-

6

tation with respect to any air carrier or foreign air

7

carrier subject to that part;

8

(8) under the P ackers and Stockyards Act,

9

1921 (7 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) (except as provided in

10

section 406 of that Act (7 U.S.C. 226, 227)), by the

11

Secretary of Agriculture with respect to any activi-

12

ties subject to that Act;

13

(9) under the Farm Credit Act of 1971 (12

14

U.S.C. 2001 et seq.) by the Farm Credit Adminis-

15

tration 'vith respect to any Federal land bank, F ed-

16

eral land bank association, Federal intermediate

17

credit bank, or production credit association; and

18

(10) under t he Communications Act of 1934

19

(47 U.S.C. 151 et seq.) by the Federal Communica-

20

tions Commission with respect to any person subject

21

to the provisions of that Act.

22

(c) EXERCISE OF CERTAlN POWERS.-For the pur-

23 pose of the exercise by any agency referred to in sub24 section (b) of its powers under any Act referred to in that
25 subsection, a violation of this Act is deemed to be a viola-

S.L.C.
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19
1 tion of a F ederal Trade Commission trade regulation rule.
2 In addition to its powers under any provision of law spe3 cifically referred to in subsection (b), each of the agencies
4 referred to in that subsection may exercise, for the pur-

5 pose of enforcing compliance with any requirement im-

6 posed under this Act, any other authority confe rred on it
7 by law.
8

(d) ACTIONS

BY

THE COMMISSION . -The Commis-

9 sion shall prevent any person from violating this Act in
10 the same manner, by the same means, and with the same
11 jurisdiction, powers, and duties as though all applicable
12 t e:r;ms and provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
13 Act (15 U.S.C. 41 et seq.) were incorporated into and
14 made a part of this Act. Any entity that violates any provi15 sion of that subtitle is subject to the penalties and entitled
16 to the privileges and immunities provided in the F ederal
17 Trade Commission Act in the same manner, by the same
18 means, and with the sa,me jurisdiction, power, and duties
19 as though all applicable terms and provisions of the F ed20 eral 'l1rade Commission Act were incorporated into and
21 made a part of that subtitle.
22
23 AND

(e) AVAILABILITY OF CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS
INJUNCTIVE

RELIEF

WITHOUT

SHOWING

OF

24 KNOWLEDGE.-Notwithstanding any other provision of
25 this Act, in any proceeding or action pursuant to sub-
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1 section (a), (b), (c), or (d) of this section to enforce com-

2 pliance, through an order to cease and desist or an injunc3 tion, with the provisions of section 3, neither the Commis4 sion nor the Federal Communications Commission shall
5 be required to allege or prove the state of mind required
6 by such section or subparagraph.
7

(f) ENFORCEMENT

8

(1) CIVIL

BY

STATES.-

ACrrION. -~n

any case m which the

9

attorney general of a State, or an official or agency

10

of a State, has reason to believe that an interest of

11

t he residents of that State has been or is threatened

12

or adversely affected by any person who violates the

13

provisions of section 3, or who engages in a pattern

14

or practice that violates the provisions of section 3,

15

the attorney general, official, or agency of the St ate,

16

as parens patriae, may bring a civil action on behalf

17

of the residents of the State in a district court of the

18

United States of appropriate jurisdict ion-

19

20

(A) t o enj oin further violation of section 3
of this Act by the defendant; or

21

(B) to obtain damages on behalf of resi-

22

dents of the State, in an amount equal to the

23

greater of-

24
25

(i) the actual monetary loss suffered
by such residents; or
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(ii) the amount determined under

2
3

paragraph (3).
(2)

AVAILABILITY

OF

INJUNCTIVE

RELIEF

4

WITHOUT

5

standing any other provision of this Act, in a civil

6

action under paragraph (l)(A), the attorney general,

7

official, or agency of the State shall not be required

8

to allege or prove the st ate of mind required by sec-

9

tion 3.

10

SHOWJNG

OF

KNO\VLEDGE.-Notwith-

(3) STATUTORY DAMAGES.-

11

(A) IN GENERAL.-For purposes of para-

12

graph (l)(B)(ii), the amount determined under

13

this paragraph is the amount calculated by mul-

14

tiplying the number of violations by up to $2 50.

15

(B) LIMITATION.-For any violation of

16

section 3, the amount determined under sub-

17

paragraph (A) may not exceed $2,000,000.

18

(C) AGGRAVATED DAMAGES.-The court

19

may increase a damage award to an amount

20

equal to not more than 3 times the amount oth-

21

erwise available under this paragraph if-

22

(i) the court determines that the de-

23

fondant committed the violation willfully

24

and knowingly; or

tlll.A1SUMP.noNlJNIVJ:llSn'Y1"'""A'n
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(ii) the defendant's unlawful activity

2

included a violation of section 3(a)(3).

3

(D) REDUCTION OF DAMAGES.-ln assess-

4

ing damages under subparagraph (A), the court

5

may consider whether-

6

(i) the defendant has established and

7

implemented, with due care, commercially

8

reasonable practices and procedures de-

9

signed to effectively prevent such viola-

10

tions; or

11

(ii) the violation occurred despite com-

12

mercially reasonable efforts to maintain

13

compliance the practices and procedures to

14

which reference is made in clause (i) .

15

(4) ATTORNEY FEES.-ln the case of any sue-

16

cessful action under paragraph (1), the cour t , in its

17

discretion, may award the costs of the action and

18

reasonable attorney, fees to the State.

19

(5) RIGHTS OF

EDJDTuAL REGULATORS.-The

20

State shall serve prior written notice of any action

21

under paragraph (1) upon the Federal Trade Com-

22

mission or the appropriate Federal regulator deter-

23

mined under subsection (b) and provide the Commis-

24

sion or appropriate Federal regulator with a copy of

25

its complaint, except in any case in which such prior

S.hC.
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notice is not feasible, in which case the State shall

2

serve such notice immediately upon instituting such

3

action. The Federal Trade Commission or appro-

4

priate Federal regulator shall have the right-

5

(A) to intervene in the action;

6

(B) upon so intervening, to be heard on all

7

matters arising therein;
(C) to remove the action to the appropriate

8
9

United St ates district court; and
(D) to file petitions for appeal

10

11

(6) CONSTRUCTION.-For purposes of bringing

12

any civil action under paragraph (1), nothing in this

13

Act shall be construed to prevent an attorney gen-

14

eral of a State from exercising the powers conferred

15

on the attorney general by the laws of that State

16

to-

17
18

*

(A) conduct investigations;
(B) administer oaths or affirmations; or

19

(C) compe the attendance of witnesses or

20

the production of documentary and other evi-

21

dence.

22

(7) VENUE; SERVICE OF PROCESS.-

23

(A) VENUE.-Any action brought under

24

paragraph (1) may be brought in the district

25

court of the United States that meets applicable
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requirements relating to venue under section

2

1391 of title 28, United States Code.

3

(B) SERVICE OF PROCESS.-In an action

4

brought under paragraph (1), process may be

5

served in any district in which the defendant-

6

(i) is an inhabitant; or

7

(ii) maintains a physical place of busi-

8

ness.

9

(8) Ii l\1ITATION ON STATE ACTION WHILE FED-

10

ERAL ?CTION IS PENDING.-If the Commission, or

11

other appropriate Federal agency under subsection

12

(b), has instituted a civil action or an administrative

13

action for violation of this Act, no State attorney

14

general, or official or agency of a State, may bring

15

an action under this subsection during the pendency

16

of that action against any defendant named in the

17

complaint of the Commission or the other agency for

18

any violation of this Act alleged in the complaint.

19

(9) REQUISITE SCIENTER FOR CERTAIN CIVIL

20

ACTIONS.-Except as provided in this section, in a

21

civil action brought by a State attorney general, or

22

an official or agency of a State, to recover monetary

23

damages for a violation of this Act, the court shall

24

not grant the relief sought unless the attorney gen-

25

eral, official, or agency establishes that the defend-

S.L.C.
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ant acted with actual knowledge, or knowledge fairly

2

implied on the basis of objective circumstances, of

3

the act or omission that constitutes the violation.

4 SEC. 6. PENALTIES FOR FRAUD AND RELATED ACTIVITY IN

5

CONNECTION WITH MANIPULATION OF E-

6

MAIL AND WEBSITE INFORMATION.

7

(a) IN GENERAL.-Chapter 47 of title 18, United

8 States Code, is amended by inserting after section 1030
9 t he following:
10 " § 1030A. Fraud and related activity in connection
11

with manipulation of e-mail and website

12

information

13

"(a) WEBSITE.-Whoever knowingly, and with the

14 intent to defraud, displays, or procures the display to the
15 general public of a webpage or domain name that falsely
16 or deceptively represents itself as another's business and
17 u ses that website or domain name to induce, request, ask,
18 or solicit any person to transmit, submit, or provide any
19 means of identification to another snall be fined under this

20 title, imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.
21

"(b) MESSENGER-Whoever knowingly, and with the

22 intent to defraud, initiates or sends an electronic mail

23 message or instant message that falsely or deceptively rep24 resents itself as another's business and uses that message
25 to induce, request, ask, or solicit the recipient, directly or
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1 indirectly, to provide, submit, or relate any means of iden-

2 tification to another shall be fined under this title, impris3 oned not more than 5 years, or both.
4

"(c) ATTEMPT.-Whoever attempts to commit an of-

5 fense under subsection (a) or (b) shall be subject to the
6 same penalties as those prescribed in the offense under

7 such subsection.
8

"(d) EXEMPTION.-This section does not prohibit

9 any lawfully authorized investigative, pr otective, or intel-

10 ligence activity of a law enforcement agency of the United
11 States, a State, or a political subdivision of a State, or
12 of an intelligence agency of the United States.".
13

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO CHAPTER ANAL-

14 YSIS.-The chapter analysis for chapter 47 of title 18,
15 United States Code, is amended by inserting after the
16 item for section 1030 the following new item:
" 1030A. F;raud and related activity in connection with manipulation of email
and website information.".

17

SEC. 7. EFFECT ON OTHER LAWS.

18

(a) FEDERAL LAW. -

19

(1) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION RELATING TO

20

FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAW.-Nothing in this Act shall

21

be construed to impair the enforcement of any sec-

22

tion of title 18, United States Code, or any other

23

Federal criminal statute.
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(2) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION RELATING TO FTC

2

ACT .-Nothing in this Act shall be construed to af-

3

feet in any way the Commission's authority to bring

4

enforcement actions under the Federal Trade Com-

5

mission Act for materially false or deceptive rep-

6

resentations or unfair practices on the Internet.

7

(b) STATE LAW.-

8

(1) IN GENERAT:;.-Except as set forth under

9

paragraph (2), with respect to State criminal statsu~ersede

I0

utes, the provisions of this Act shall

II

statute, regulation, or rule of a State or political

12

subdivision of a State that prohibits the solicitation

13

of identifying information by means of materially

I4

false or deceptive representations or the use of de-

I5

ceptive or misleading domain names in the manner

16

pr ohibited in this Act.

17

any

(2) STATE CRIMINAL PHISHING STATUTES.-

IS

(A) PREElVIPTED IF INCONSIS_TENT .-This

19

Act shall not be construea as superseding, al-

20

tering, or affecting any criminal statute in ef-

2I

feet in any State with regard to acts of

22

phishing, except to the extent that such State

23

statute is inconsistent with the provisions this

24

Act, and then only to the extent of the incon-

25

sistency.

S.L.C.
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1

(B) GREATER PROTECTION UNDER STATE

2

LAw .-For purposes of this section, a State

3

criminal statute is not inconsistent with the

4

provisions of this Act, if the State criminal stat-

5

ute affords greater protection to State residents

6

than the protection provided under this Act.

7 SEC. 8. SEPARABILITY.

8

If any provision of this Act or the application thereof

9 t o any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remain10 der of tnis Act and the application of such provision to
11 other persons or circumstances shall not be affected.
12 SEC. 9. DEFINITIONS.
13
14
15

n this Act, the following definitions shall apply:
(1)

COMMISSION.-The

term

"Commission"

means the Federal Trade Commission.

16

(2) DOMAIN NAME.-The term "domain name"

17

means any alphanumeric designation which is reg-

18

istered with or assigrued by any domain name reg-

19

istrar, domain name registry, or other domain name

20

registration authority as part of an electronic ad-

21

dress on the Internet.

22

(3) ELECTRONIC MAIL ADDRESS.-The term

23

"electronic mail address" means a destination, com-

24

monly expressed as a string of characters, consisting

25

of a unique user name or mailbox (commonly re-
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1

ferred to as the "local part") and a reference to an

2

Internet domain (commonly referred to as the "do-

3

main part"), whether or not displayed, to which an

4

electronic mail message can be sent or delivered.

5

(4) ELECTRONIC MAIL IvIESSAGE.-The term

6

"electronic mail message" means a message sent to

7

a unique electronic mail address.

8

(5)

IDENTIF.YING

INFORivIATION.-The t erm

9

"identif}'ing information" means any information

10

that can be used in combination with a person's

11

name and address to access an individual's financial

12

accounts or to purchase goods and services, includ-

13

ing an individual's Social Security number, driver's

14

license number, or other State government identi-

15

fication number, financial account number, credit or

16

debit card number, personal identification number,

17

unique biometric data, automated or electronic s1g-

l8

nature, or financial account password.

19

(6) INITTATE.-The term "initiate" has the

20

meaning given that term in section 3 of the CAN-

21

SPAM Act of 2003 (15 U.S.C. 7702).

22

(7) INSTANT IvIESSAGE.-The term "instant

23

message" means any communication between 1 per-

24

son and another person made in real-time using the

25

Internet.

S.L.C.
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(8) INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICE.-The

2

term "interactive computer service" has the meaning

3

given that term in section 230(f) of the Communica-

4

tions Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 230(f)).

5

(9) INTERNET.-The term "Internet" has the

6

meaning given that term in the Internet Tax Free-

7

dom Act (47 U.S.C. 151 note).

8

(10) INTERNET ACCESS SERVICE.-The term

9

"Internet access service" has the meaning given that

10

term in section 231(e)(4) of the Communications

11

Act of 1934 ( 47 U.S.C. 23 1(e)( 4)).

12

(11)

INTERNET

INFORMATION

LOCATION

13

TOOL.- The term "Internet information location

14

tool" has the meaning given that t erm in section

15

23 1 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.

16

231 ).

17

(12) RECIPIENT.-The term " recipient" has

18

the meaning given that term in section 3 of the

19

CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 (15 U.S.C. 7702).

20

(13)

REGISTRANT.-The

term

"registrant"

21

means the person that controls the usernames or

22

passwords, billing options, and administrative fea-

23

tures of a domain name.
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(14) WEBPAGE.-The term "webpage'' means a

2

location, with respect to the World Wide vVeb, that

3

has a-

4

(A) single Uniform Resource Locator; or

5

(B) single location with respect to the

6

Internet, as such location may be prescribed by

7

the Federal Trade Commission.

8

(15) WEBSITE.-The term "website" means a

9

collection of webpages that are presented and made

10

available by means of the World Wide Web as a sin-

11

gle website or webpage with a-

12

(A) common domain name; or

13

(B) common ownership, management, or

14

registration.

15

(16) WHOIS DATABASE.-The term "WHOIS

16

database" means any Internet service used to

17

query-

0

18

(A) contact informatio

19

istrant of a domain name; or

20
21

about the reg-

(B) ownership information about a reg-

istered domain name or IP address.

22 SEC. 10. EFFECTIVE DATE.
23

This Act, and any amendments made by this Act,

24 shall take effect on the date that is 90 days after the date
25 of enactment of this Act.
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